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Janssens, M. Meyvaen and L. Vandenbossche, and all the fellow-students who helped and supported
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SUMMARY.

One of tbe most important power semiconduetor devices is tbe Double-diffused or DMOS transistor.
This transistor is made by using a double-diffusion process similar to tbat in bipolar transistor
fabrication. In this way, tbe transistor combines tbe advantages of botb MOS and bipolar transistors,
and tbus it exhibits good high-frequency and high-voltage behaviour. Consequently DMOS devices
are often used in switehing applications, where tbe most important specifications are breakdown
voltage and on-resïstance.
A current development is tbe incorporation of DMOS devices in integrated circuits, such as BICMOS
technologies that combine bipolar, CMOS and DMOS devices on a single chip. In order to predict tbe
performance of a circuit, a circuit analysis simu1ation program, often based on SPICE, is used to model
tbe eleetrical behaviour of tbe different transistors. Altbough SPICE supplies models for tbe MOS
transistor and tbe bipolar junction transistor, a DMOS model is not available and had to be deve1oped.
Tbe primary constraint for this model is sufficient accuracy for a complexity tbat is not too high. Tbe
latter is important for tbe limitation of simu1ation time. Tbe model has to accurately describe DC, AC
and noise behaviour.
Since tbe DMOS model shou1d be compatible witb tbe SPICE simu1ation program, a subcircuit
representation is used, consisting of standard transistor modeis.

Tbe DC-behaviour can be modelIed by a sub-circuit consisting of an enhancement-type MOS
transistor, a depletion-type MOS transistor and a resistance in series. Tbe enhancement MOS transistor
models tbe non-uniformly doped channe1 in tbe channel region, caused by lateral diffusion. Tbe non
uniformity is taken into account by using an effective channel length and an effective bulk doping
concentration. Other effects incorporated in this transistor are tbe body effect and mobility reduction.
Tbe depletion MOS transistor models tbe accumu1ation layer that is formed at tbe surface of tbe drain
drift region. Since no depletion layer is formed beneatb the accumu1ation layer, no body effect occurs
and so simple MOS equations cao be used to describe tbe depletion transistor behaviour. Tbe series
resistance models tbe current spreading into tbe bu1k of tbe drain drift region.
Three different operation regions can be distinguished:
* Enhancement transistor control region: For gate voltages below a certain transition gate voltage,

tbe behaviour is exclusively determined by tbe enhancement transistor in saturation.
* Depletion transistor control region: In saturation for gate voltages above tbe transition gate voltage,

botb tbe depletion and tbe enhancement transistor determine the drain current.
* Linear region: Below saturation, tbe eurrent behaviour is influenced by the enhancement transistor,

tbe depletion transistor and tbe series resistance. For high gate voltages, tbe series resistance
becomes dominant.

The behaviour of tbe depletion and the enhancement transistor are described by tbeir SPICE
parametersets. An extraction procedure was set up to obtain tbe parameters from DC-characteristics.
The resu1ting parametersets are strueture independent and simu1ation values for botb analogue and
digital applications differ less tban 5% fiom measured values in most cases.
The dependence of tbe threshold voltage on temperature was found to be dominated by tbe highest
doping concentration in tbe channel region. For ratber high concentrations, the use of an effective
channel doping concentration causes tbe simu1ations to deviate fiom measurements. The temperature
dependence of threshold voltage was improved by implementing a linear dependence witb a
temperature coefficient based on experimental resu1ts.

For tbe AC-behaviour, tbe above-described subcircuit correctly describes tbe capacitances due to tbe
MOS-type surface strueture. Tbe bipolar-type bu1k structure introduces a pn-junction between tbe
channel region and tbe drain drift region, here a depletion region is formed. Tbe latter is basically a
drain-to-source capacitance tbat can be modelled by extending tbe DC-model witb a bipolar transistor
or areverse biased diode between tbe drain and tbe source. Tbe assumption tbat tbe junction is abrupt,
leads to an overestimation of tbe drain-to-source capacitance.



The noise in DMOS transistors can he described by separately appointing a noise source to the
enhancement transistor, the depletion transistor and the series resistance. In the saturation region the
noise is solely due to the noise contribution of the two transistors.
In the enhancement transistor control region. the noise is strietly determined by the enhancement
transistor. It was found that for p-type DMOS transistors. the liJ noise in this region is caused by
mobility fluetuations and is very low (aE = lxlQ-7). In the depletion transistor control region both
transistors influence the tota! noise, here the lIJ noise is dominated by the depletion transistor. The
flicker noise of the depletion transistor was found to be due to carrier number fluctuations. and as a
result is much higher than the flicker noise contributed by the enhancement transistor.
The series resistance only becomes important in the linear region at high gate voltages.



LIST OF USED TERMS.

a Hooge noise parameter for liJ noise.

AF Flicker noise exponent parameter.

13 MOS transistor gain constant. given by: NV2

W
lJ.oCory;

13' Relative gain parameter in E/D-model defined as I3JI3D'

I3L1N =IIVDsxdIvidVos for low drain voltages. usually VDS=O.1 V. NV2

BV Breakdown voltage. V

Cox Gate capacitance per unit area = E oxltox. f/m2

Co•j • Clxlj Bulk-source or bulk-drain junction capacitance respecively. C

Cg•a• Cgda Gate-source or gate-drain overlap capacitance respecively. C

CJ Zero-bias junction capacitance for pn-junction per unit area. C/m2

Ö Body factor. given by:

y

2J24>F+ VSB
DELTA Width effect on threshold voltage parameter.

D n• Dp Diffusion coefficient for electrons or holes respectively. m2/s

E ox Dieleetric constant of silicon-oxide = 3.9x8.854xlO·12 firn. f/m

Es; Dieleetric constant of silicon = 11.8x8.85xlO·12 firn. f/m

8d Conductance of MOS transistor = dfddVDS' NV

8m Transconduetance of MOS transistor = diddVas. NV

y Body effect coefficient. given by: V~

t/2qESiNsUB

Cox

fD Drain current. A

JD Drain current density. Nm

KF PIicker noise coefficient parameter.

Kp Transconduetance parameter. NV2

L Channel length. m

LD Lateral diffusion length of Source/Drain contact. m

À Channel length modulation parameter. V-I

/Ao. Jln• JAp Mobility of carriers. electrons resp. holes in the channel. m2Ns

NSUB Impurity concentration in bulk material. cm·3



Na Impurity concentration in Drain drift region. cm-3

n; Intrinsic concentration = 1.45x1OIO atoms/cm3 at 2TC. cm-3

Nmax Maximum impurity concentration in channel region. cm-3

NRS' NRD Equivalent squares in source or drain diffusion respectively.

Nss Surface-state density. m-z

q Magnitude of electronic charge = 1.6ü2x 10-19 C. C

QB' Charge in the depletion layer under the gate per unit area C/mz

Q/. QA' Charge in the inversion layer or accumulation layer under

the gate oxide per unit area. C/m2

Qss' Fixed oxide charge density. C/m2

RON On-resistance =VD/IDfor low drain voltages. Q

RD Series resistance in extensive E/D-model. Q

p Resistivity. Qm

Sv.lj) Equivalent input voltage noise spectral density. Vz/Hz

tox Gate oxide thickness. m

tEPI Thickness of epitaxiallayer. m

UCRJT Critical field for mobility reduction parameter. Vlm

UEXP Critical field exponent parameter.

cl>F Fermi level, given by: V

kTIn NSUB

q n;

<l>MS Gate-Bulk work function difference. V

<I> Surface potential V

VFB Flat-band voltage, given by: V

qNss
<f>MS - --

Cox
V(x) Channel potential at any point x along the channel. V

VJ , PB Built-in potential of pn-junction. V

V ' Effective gate voltage in E/D-model, defined as: Va - VTE. VG

VT Threshold voltage. V

VTO Threshold voltage at VSB =Ü V. V

~VT Threshold difference in E/D-model. defined as: VTE - VTD• V

W Channel width. m

WD Channel width reduction parameter. m

x Distance along the channel with regard to the edge of the source. m
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1. INTRODUCTION.

The most important elements in power electronics systems are the power semiconductor devices,
which, until recently, were synonymous with bipolar devices, such as bipolar junetion transistors and
thyristors. MOS technology has been more or less reserved for low-voltage, low-current struetures and
has 10 some extent become synonymous with complex very large scale integrated circuits (VLSI). With
the introduetion of the Double-diffused MOS transistor or DMOS transistor in the early 1970's, a
MOS-type transistor was presented that is competitive at high currents and at high voltages with the
more traditional power devices [1].
The DMOS transistor is fabrieated by double diffusion through the same mask window similar to a
bipolar process to achieve a short channellength. The realization of this short channellength enables
us to achieve high gains at high frequencies. The integration of a lightly doped drift region between
the drain contact and the channel region helps to ensure a very high breakdown voltage. Owing to its
good high-frequency and high-voltage behaviour. the applications have centred around high-voltage
switching and high-speed logic. In these applications, the device is basically an on and off switch, and
its most important characteristics are breakdown voltage and on-resistance. Consequently much
research has been done on the maximization of breakdown voltage, the modelling of on-resistance and
the modelling of switehing or transient analysis.

The integration of DMOS devices in IC's has made possible the realization of complex systems on
a silicon chip along with output devices capable of controlling significant loads. The use of a
BICMOS-technology that combines bipolar, CMOS and DMOS devices on a single chip leads to a
high degree of integration in large scale integrated circuits. Such a technology can address a broad
range of applications like display drivers, motor control and telecommunications.
This report deals with DMOS transistors that are part of a BICMOS-technology. The Application
Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) that are fabricated in this technology may cover a lot of
applications; consequently the DMOS transistors are used in a wide variety of applications, that range
from high-voltage switches to operational amplifiers. The SOlJcture and the applications of the
transistors under consideration, will be discussed in Chapter 2.

In order to exploit the above-mentioned technology there must be a corresponding CAD tooI which
can predict the performance of a completed design and provide a method to verify that the design
meets its specification. Simulation programs have become the major CAD tooI used in this area. The
most commonly used circuit analysis simulation program for IC design is SPICE (Simulation Program
with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) or one of its derivatives. This type of simulator generates waveforms
and applies them to transistor level models of the circuit, unfonunately SPICE does not supply a
model for DMOS transistors in contrast with MOS transistors and bipolar junction transistors.
Therefore a DMOS model has to be developed.

For all its different applications, the electrical behaviour of DMOS devices has to be modelled
precisely. This need for accuracy is a primary constraint, however it had better not lead to a too
complex model, since limitation of the simulation time is a secondary constraint. The model has to
be integrated in the SPICE simulation environment, therefore it has to be compatible with the SPICE
transistor models.
One of the most important characteristics that should be simulated weil is the behaviour of the drain
current as function of applied terminal voltages and temperature, for the case that the voltages are
constant or slowly varying. This behaviour is often referred to as DC-behaviour, it is dealt with in
Chapter 3. For fast voltage variations charge storage effects come into play, the resulting behaviour
is referred to as AC-behaviour, and is treated in Chapter 4. For some applications, the random
fluctuations in voltage and current become important, in which case the noise has to be modelled
accurately. The noise in DMOS transistors is described in Chapter 5. References are included at the
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2. THEORY OF DMOS TRANSISTORS.

Until some years ago, MOS transistors were generally considered as inferior to bipolar junction
transistors in both high-frequency and high-voltage behaviour. It was known though that majority
carrier devices (like MOS transistors), due to the absence of minority carrier charge-storage problems,
should theoretically be faster than minority carrier devices (such as bipolar junction transistors).
Furthermore another advantage of MOS-type transistors is the negative temperature coefficient of the
carrier mobility, wbich decreases problems of thermal runaway and secondary breakdown. Nonetheless
it was not until the introduction of the DMOS transistor that the bigh-voltage and bigh-frequency
characteristics of a MOS-type transistor were comparabie to the charaeteristics of a bipolar junction
transistor [1] [2]. These characteristics will he discussed in this chapter.

Over the years, some different types of DMOS transistors were introduced, which will be briefly
described in this chapter. Next the DMOS transistors as they are used in Alcatel Mietec will he
discussed. These transistors are part of a BICMOS-technology, and therefore are often used in IC's.
This imposes different requirements on the DMOS characteristics.

2.1. GENERAL INFORMATION.

A double-diffused n-channel MOS structure is shown in fig. 2.1, a source contact region and a channel
region are sequentially diffused through the same oxide window in order to define a short active
channel length. The transistor structure is basically different from a conventional n-channel MOS
transistor in that it contains a lowly n-type doped region, which is called the drift region, between the
p-type channel region and the highly n-type doped drain contact region.

p-chanrel region 'I
I

INI :
I
I

0- DRIFT REGION

Fig. 2.1.: Cross-section of an n-channel DMOS transistor with plot of absolute value of net impurity
concentration as function of lateral distance x [3].

In fig. 2.2, a cross-sectional view at different steps of the fabrication is shown. The starting material
is a lightly doped n-type epitaxial layer on a lightly doped p-type substrate. A p-type isolation
diffusion is performed to define an isolation island, see fig. 2.2(a). A second p-type diffusion is
performed to provide contact to the channel region of the transistor, see fig. 2.2(b). A third p-type
diffusion defines the bulk channel region but this time no oxide is grown, see fig. 2.2(c). Next an n
type diffusion is performed through the same oxide window as the previous diffusion. In addition a
second oxide window is opened for the drain contact, see fig. 2.2(d). Finally a gate window is etched,
the gate oxide is regrown over the active channel region, the contact holes are etched and metallization
is defined, see fig. 2.2(e).
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Fig. 2.2.: N-channel DMOS transistor fabrication steps [4].

2.1.1. ELECTRICAL BEHAVIOUR.

( 0 I

(b 1

( c ,

( d I

( c I

For positive gate voltages an inversion layer is formed under the gate oxide in the p-type channel
region. When this inversion layer dominates the electrical characteristics (dus is the case for low gate
voltages, as will be shown in Chapter 3), the transistor will behave in the same way as a conventional
MOS transistor. Therefore the channel length will be determined by the lateral diffusion between the
p-type channel region diffusion and the n-type source contact diffusion. From a teclmology point of
view, the control of this channel length L is comparabie to the control of base width in bipolar
junction transistors and can be made very small. A small channellength is advantageous for the speed
of the device, as both the gate capacitance and the transit time of the carriers decrease with decreasing
channel length.
The transconductance gm (= dlrJdVGs) per unit channel width for a single n-type MOS transistor in
saturation is given by (see Appendix I and Appendix 111), in the zero order approximation:

gm = I-1nCox(VGS-VT) (2.1)

W L
For small channellengths L. its value becomes very high. which implies that the DMOS device also
has a high current-carrying capability.

Due to the fact that the diffused part of the p-type channel region is non-uniformly doped. the
characteristics are not as straight forward as for a simple MOS transistor. A non-uniform doping
concentration along the channel region complicates the equations for current flow. The doping
variations are along the channel and perpendicular to the surface. Accurate results require two
dimensional numerical device simulation. however by neglecting the doping non-uniforntity
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perpendicular to the silicon surface, a one dimensional model for the current flow can be derived. An
example of the impurity doping concentration N(x) along the channel is drawn in fig. 2.1, where the
inversion layer is formed between X=O and x=L.
The threshold voltage is a function of x, the distance from the edge of the source, and can be given
by (see Appendix I, equation (1.4»:

T~ ( ) _ V () 2 .... () J2q ESiN(x)p.~]ÁX) + V(X») (2.2)
Y T X - FB X + 'f'F X + C

ox

where the following terminology is used:

V(x)
cP~x)

The flat-band voltage dependent on x due to the Gate-background work function
difference.
Channel potential at any point x with regard to the channel region bulk potential.
Fermi level associated with a given doping concentration, expressed in V and referred to
the intrinsic position (cPF =0 for intrinsic material):

kT lnN(X)
q n i

A maximum Vrfx) will occur whereN(x) is maximum. This occurs near the source, so that here V(x)
I':l VSB' The threshold voltage is now defmed as VT =VrfNmax). The device will begin to conduct when
the gate-to-source voltage Vos is larger than VT• This threshold voltage is very sensitive to spreading
in technology parameters [5], which will cause problems in matching of devices.

Assuming that, when the channel is strongly inverted, diffusion can be ignored and that current is
mainly caused by drift, the drain current /D in the channel region can be caIcuIated from the following
relationship (see Appendix I, equation (1.5»:

dV(x)ID = J.Ln(X) Cox W[VG - VT(X) - V(X)]~ (2.3)

This results in:
L L

flIfIx = CoxWfJ.Ln(X)[VG - VT(X) - V(X)]ddV(X)dx
o 0 x

(2.4)

To solve this equation (2.4), an expression for the lateraI diffusion profile N(x) and an electric field
and doping dependent representation of the surface mobility J~n are essentia!. The dependence of the
mobility ~n on the doping concentration is not yet fuUy understood, and can thus only he given by an
empirica! relation. Furthermore the diffusion profile N(x) is a complex function of x, so that equation
(2.4) can only he solved numerically. In [4] and [6] it was shown that, for channellengths L larger
than 2.0 }lm, equation (2.4) can he approximated by a simple MOS equation; in the linear region, this
hecomes for a zero order approximation:

ID = J.LEF~OXLW [(VG - VT)V(L)-.!V(Li] (2.5)
EFF 2

where J~EFF and L EFF are effective values, and JJEFF ~ /JiNma) and L EFF :5: L. Of course in the current
equation (2.5) the ratio JJEFfJLEFF is included, which implies that JlEFF and L UF are unknown.
The body-effect, i.e. the dependency of the current on the channel region concentration. is incorporated
by using an effective bulk. channel concentration NEFF' which leads to an effective body effect
coefficient YEFF and an effective Fermi level cPF.EFF' The value of NEFF is strongly dependent on the
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(2.7)

diffusion proflle and is often determined empirically. It is smaller than the maximum concentration
Nmax in the bulk channel region.

Another effect of the non-unifonn impurity profile along the channel is the possible appearance of
diffusion current, even when the channel is in strong inversion. In (2.3) the drain current was deduced
neglecting the influence of a possible diffusion current, for the drain current ID , (2.3) can be extended
to (for a p-type channel region):

I D = I Drift + I DiffusiOTl (2.6)

1 - - WQ I dV(x)
Drift - IJ.Tl I ----a.x-

= D WdQ/
IDijfusion n dx

where Q/ denotes the mobile channel charge density (in C/m2
), given by:

Q/ = -COX(VGB - V:r<X) - V(X))

(2.8)

(2.9)

In [7], it was shown that the diffusion current becomes important in the operation region of the DMOS
transistor, where the diffused channel region is dominant. Of course this effect again is strongly
dependent on the channel impurity proftle.
It can be expected that, as the length L of the diffused channel deereases (especially for L < 211m), the
proftle related effects will become more pronounced.

Now DMOS transistors were mainly used in microwave applications. The introduction of submicron
technologies and the development of fast nI-V semiconductor devices, such as MESFET's and
HEMT's, more or less cancelled out the use of DMOS devices in microwave applications. As aresult
the interest in DMOS transistors shifted to its good high-voltage capability [4] [8], which is superior
to that of MOS transistors owing to the incorporation of a lightly-doped drift region between the
channel region and the drain contact region. Research on the high-voltage behaviour has mainly
concentrated on the breakdown voltage BV and the on-resistance RON'

2.1.2. BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE.

The DMOS device has the surface strueture of a MOS transistor and the bulk strueture of a bipolar
junction transistor, hence all breakdown mechanisms of both types of devices exist. The following
mechanisms are the most important:

* Dielectric breakdown in gate oxide:
If too high voltages are applied aeross the gate oxide, a dielectric breakdown will occur. This
breakdown may happen at high electric fields of 8 to 10 MVlcm, i.e. the fundamental dielectric
breakdown strength, or at lower electric fields depending on the quality of the Si02•

The incidence of breakdown at lower electric fields cao he reduced by:
reducing the gate area.
increasing the gate oxide thickness fox.

limiting the number of oxide defects.

* Punchthrough breakdown:
Punchthrough breakdown can occur whenever the depletion layer of one junction spreads until it
reaches the depletion region of another junction. Two types of punchthrough breakdown can be
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distinguished in the DMOS device:

Punchthrough Breakdown between source and drain:
One of the most important punchthrough mechanisms in high-voltage DMOS devices is that of
the channel diffusion under the gate. Although the depletion layer that is formed between the p
type channel region and the n-type epitaxial material (i.e. drift region), primarily spreads into the
more lightly doped drain drift region if drain-to-source voltage is increased. the shortness of the
channel region raises the possibility of punchthrough due to the small amount of spreading of the
depletion layer into the more heavily doped channel region. The value of the total punchthrough
voltage is dependent on:

Maximum impurity doping concentration in the channel region Nmax:
A device with a high NrJVU will have a high drain-to-source punchthrough voltage, but will also
have a high threshold voltage VT"

Doping concentration in the drain drift region Nd :

A device with a low epitaxial doping Nd will have a high drain-to-source punchthrough
voltage.
Channel region diffusion proflle, i.e. channel length L:
A device with a short channellength L will have a low drain-to-source punchthrough voltage.

In other words, the optimization of the high-voltage behaviour and of the high-frequency
behaviour can be contradictory.

Punchthrough Breakdown between source and substrate:
The source-to-substrate punchthrough is of importance in applications in which the source is
biased above the p- substrate. The punchthrough is aetually from the p+ bulk contact to substrate,
but in general the source is connected to the p+ bulk contact to prevent back-gate bias effects. This
punchthrough can occur when both source and drain are at a high positive potential with respect
to the substrate. As the potential difference is increased, the depletion layer of the substrate-to
epitaxy junction spreads upward into the epitaxial region and downward into the substrate. The
nearest junction is the p+ contact diffusion so that, when the depletion layer reaches this junction's
depletion layer, punchthrough occurs. The value of this punchthrough voltage is dependent on:

Doping concentration in the drain drift region Nd :

A device with a high epitaxial doping Nd will have a high source-to-substrate punchthrough
voltage, as distinct from the drain-to-source punchthrough voltage.
Doping concentration in the substrate NSUB :

A device with a low substrate doping NSUB will have a high source-to-substrate punchthrough
voltage.
Thickness of the epitaxiallayer fEPI :

A device with a large epitaxial layer thickness will have a high source-to-substrate
punchthrough voltage.

* Zener and Avalanche breakdown:
Two types of avalanche breakdown can be distinguished:

Zener breakdown:
This breakdown is a tunnelling phenomenon through very thin barriers between highly doped
regions. It results when the electric field strength reaches about 106 V/cm.

Avalanche multiplication:
This breakdown oceurs when the mobile carriers obtain sufficient energy from the electric field
across a depletion layer to create an electron-hole pair, which means ionization of atoms. The
critical electric field at which avalanche multiplication occurs increases with impurity
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concentration.

For lightly doped materials, avalanche multiplication breakdown will result at 10wer field values than
Zener breakdown.
Avalanche breakdown can occur at any of the pn junctions:

Junction between epitaxial1ayer and substrate.
Junction between channe1 region and epitaxial1ayer.
Junction between isolation diffusion and epitaxial1ayer.

In general the avalanche breakdown occurs at higher voltages than the punchthrough breakdown.
Nevertheless near the surface avalanche breakdown can appear at 10wer voltages due to surface effects.
It was shown in [8] that avalanche breakdown occurs under the gate field p1ate at the end of the drift
region at 10w voltages. when the gate po1y oxide overlaps the n+ drain contact region.

In present-day teehno10gies. it is possible to fabricate DMOS devices with a breakdown voltage up
to 1200 V. This is achieved at the expense of the high-frequency behaviour.

2.1.3. ON-RESISTANCE.

The on-resistance RON is mainly determined by the drift region [9], this implies that a 10w RON can be
obtained by:

increasing the epitaxial doping concentration Nd•

increasing the epitaxial1ayer thickness tEPI•

decreasing the 1ength of the drift region.

An important measure of device capability for high-voltage DMOS transistors is the ratio RON oW/EV.
which should be minimized. One can conclude from the above that the breakdown voltage, the on
resistance and the thresho1d voltage are strongly dependent on each other, and that minimizing RON

may exclude maximizing EV, and vice versa. Thus for high-voltage applications a trade-off has to be
found between the threshold voltage, the breakdown voltage and the on-resistance. This trade-off will
be strongly influenced by the specific demands of the application, in which the device will be used.
The trade-off determines the values of Nmax, Nd, NSUB' tEPI , tox and L.

2.2. DIFFERENT TYPES.

A lot of modifications have been made on the basic DMOS structure in order to improve its high
voltage capability. The two most important features of the structure were the use of doub1e-diffusion
techniques to obtain short active channe1s, and the use of a lightly doped drift region to increase
breakdown voltage considerab1y. Some different types of DMOS Power transistors have been
introduced. In fig. 2.3, cross sections of three of the most common structures are shown, the lateral
doub1e-diffused transistor (LDMOS), the vertical doub1e-diffused transistor (VDMOS) and the V
groove doub1e-diffused transistor (VMOS).

In all three devices an aetive channe1 is formed along the oxide surface in the p-type channe1 region,
nonetheless the current flow in the n-type drift region differs per device. In the LDMOS, the carriers
in the drift region mainly flow parallel to the surface. although a certain amount of spreading into the
bulk occurs. In the VDMOS, the current in the drift region primari1y flows perpendicular to the
surface. As is basically the case for the VMOS device, though here the current flow shows more
crowding.
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Fig. 2.3.: Cross-sections of three high-voltage DMOS devices [9]: (a) LDMOS. (b) VDMOS.
(c) VMOS.

These differences in current flow in the drift region indicate that the on-resistance for the LDMOS,
VDMOS and VMOS roay differ a lot. In reference [9] a comparison was made between the on
resistance of LDMOS, VDMOS and VMOS transistors. It was shown that for low-voltage
applications, the VDMOS and the LDMOS devices show 10wer on-resistance per unit device width
W than the VMOS device. For high-voltage applications, there is not much difference hetween the
on-resistance per unit device width of all three devices.

Coroparing the three DMOS structures, some other qualitative comments can be made:

*

*

*

*

Both the active channel in the LDMOS and in the VDMOS depend upon lateral diffusion profiles.
The VMOS device, on the other hand, derives its channel fiom the vertical diffusion profiles. The
channellength in the lateral devices will be smaller than the vertical channel length due to the
two-dimensionaI effects of lateral diffusion. Funhermore, the VMOS channel is formed along the
side of an anisotropically etched groove, which forms a 54.7° angle with the surface; this too
increases the VMOS channel length with regard to the lateral channellengths.

Both the VDMOS and the VMOS structures require only two of the electrodes on the top surface,
which is favourable for the packing density of these structures. As all three electrodes of the
LDMOS are on the top surface and thus available for interconnections te other devices (as is
desirabie in Integrated Circuits), the device has the advantage of simpier integration with other
components.

Both the LDMOS and the VDMOS may be fabricated on any silicon crystalline orientation. The
VMOS is constrained to have its channel along an etched <111> surface. The choice of <100>
material for the LDMOS and the VDMOS, which is common, provides an improvement in
interface trap density, electron inversion-layer mobility and in saturation velocity, this results in
lower channel resistance and higher device transconductance per unit width.

The fixed oxide charge density Qss is known to be approximately three times higher on the < 111>
plane than it is on the <100> plane. For a given device threshold voltage therefore, the peak
channel doping Nm= must be higher in the VMOS structure than it is in the LDMOS or VDMOS
devices. Since the electron mobility decreases with increasing doping concentration, this would
again imply higher mobility in LDMOS and VDMOS devices.

As mentioned above the channel length of a VMOS transistor will he larger than that of a LDMOS
or a VDMOS transistor, therefore high breakdown voltages can be more easily attained for VMOS
devices.

The choice of which structure to use, depends on the voltage, current, power and speed requirements
of a particular application and on the need for integration with other devices.
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2.3. DMOS TRANSISTORS AT ALCATEL MIETEC.

In this paragraph first a description of the BICMOS technology and its DMOS transistors will be
given. Next some applications for DMOS transistors in this technology will be briefly described, in
order to give an idea about the requirements and specifications of importance, that the model for these
DMOS transistors will have to meet.

2.3.1. DMOS TRANSISTORS IN A BICMOS-TECHNOLOGY.

The BICMOS-technology in Alcatel Mietec offers a wide variety of devices: precision resistors and
capacitors, CMOS transistors, bipolar npn and pnp transistors, and both n-type and p-type DMOS
transistors (IQ]. A cross-section of the devices and the process flow of the BICMOS technology is
shown in fig. 2.4.
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Fig. 2.4.: Process flow of the BICM:OS-teehnology and cross-sections of the bipolar transistors, the
DMOS transistors and the CMOS transistors: basic process (a), floating CMOS (b) [10].

The starting material for this technology is p-type and, in contrast to normal bipolar processes. a p-type
epitaxial layer is used. This allows for n-Weil CMOS processing, which results in electrical
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compatibility of the CMOS part with present standard CMOS processes.
A highly n-type doped buried layer BLN reduces the bipolar collector resistance and at the same time
assures a good latch-up immunity for the CMOS part. Two different n-type diffusions are
implemented: an n-Tub and an n-Well diffusion. This is done in order to optimize the p-MOS device
and the bipolar devices independently, and in this way combine the best features of both. The n-Well
bulk influences CMOS parameters like mobility and body factor. The bipolar devices need another
kind of substrate, where breakdown voltage and Early voltage are primary constraints. Therefore a
dedicated n-Tub diffusion is used which contaets the n-type buried layer BLN. The free epilayer
thickness is adjusted to ensure a breakdown voltage BVCEO of 40 V.

A moderately doped p-Base layer is used to form the base of the vertical npn and the collector and
the emitter of the lateral pnp. A less critical deep diffusion is the highly doped n-Plug, which is used
to optimize the on-resistance of the npn device.
The technology incorporates a 311m poly gate n-Well CMOS technology. The n+ junetion is both used
for the source and the drain of the n-MOS transistor and the emitter of the bipolar npn transistor.
The introduction of a p-Well makes the achievement of floating CMOS transistors possible: the bulk
of the p-MOS and the n-MOS devices are thus isolated fiom the p-type substrate, and the source, drain
and bulk terminals of these devices may be biased up to any voltage above the substrate voltage. The
n-Plug is insened between the p-Well and the n-Well in the floating CMOS to conduct all parasitic
currents direetly to the surface and thus to avoid latch-up by prohibiting the injection of large currents
in the n-Weil.
A double layer metal scheme with planarization is included and allows the use of standard cell concept
at a high level of integration.
This technology does not provide for a venical pnp transistor.

In this BICMOS-technology, the DMOS devices are realised without adding additional layers. The
resulting devices are lateral, non-self-aligned, junetion isolated struetures. In paragraph 2.2. it was
already mentioned that the LDMOS device has the advantage of simpier integration with other
components, which is highly recommendable in a BICMOS-technology.
The fact that the devices are non-self-aligned means that the source contact region and the channel
region are not diffused through the same oxide window, as is done in the basic DMOS strucnrre, see
fig. 2.2. Using a different oxide window for both the source contact diffusion and the channel region
diffusion implies that misalignments may occur. To account for possible misalignments. the channel
region window should overlap the source contact window by a cenain distance. this overlap distance
is specified in the layout rules of the technology. The channellength L is mainly determined by this
overlap distance, and can not be made as small as the channel length in self-aligned transistors.

The channel length L and the length of the drift region largely determine the on-resistance and the
breakdown voltage of the devices. A cenain breakdown voltage and on-resistance have to be
guaranteed. therefore the above-mentioned lengths have been optimized and may not be changed.
These distances are fixed by the layer-rules for aspecific technology. For designers using these
transistors, the only variabie at their disposal to influence the characteristics is the channel width W.

The gate-to-source voltage VGS for the devices is limited to 22 V. Higher voltages are not allowed in
order to avoid rapid oxide degradation, which would decrease the lifetime of these devices.

The technology offers three types of DMOS transistors. namely:
floating n-type DMOS transistor.
p-type DMOS transistor.
non-floating n-type DMOS transistor.

These transistors will be described one by one shortly.
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FLOATING N·TYPE DMOS TRANSISTOR.
A cross-section of the floating n-type DMOS transistor is shown in fig. 2.5.

gate

drain souree

poly-shield

Fig. 2.5.: Cross-sectiou of the floating u-type DMOS transistor (FNDMOS).

The terminals of this transistor are isolated from the p-type substrate, this makes it possible to use this
transistor on any positive voltage above the substrate potential up to about 80 V, hence the adjective
"floating".
The layout of the floating n-type DMOS transistor is deduced from a simple vertical npn transistor,
where the emitter corresponds to the source, the base corresponds to the channel region and the
collector corresponds to the drain. The channel region is formed by the p-Base, and the drain drift
region is formed by the n-Tub. The threshold voltage V7' the body factor y and the mobility Jln in the
channel region are thus determined by the doping concentration in the p-Base. As the p-Base impurity
concentration has been optimized for the electrical behaviour of the npn transistor, the maximum
doping concentration in the p-Base is high, and thus the threshold voltage Vr is high too, being
typically 7.1 V.
The n-Tub drift region is surrounded by a poly-n+ guardring to prevent the occurrence of a parasitic
p-MOS transistor between the substrate and the p-Base channel region.
The drain-to-source punchthrough voltage is approximately 80 V, this is equal to the BVCES of the
vertical npn transistor. The maximum VDs-voltage is therefore limited to 80 V.
In fig. 2.5, the source and the bulk channel region contact are drawn shortcircuited, it is however
possible to separate them, but it is not allowed to designers because of reliability reasons.

For the floating n-type DMOS transistor, two different layout structures exist: a rectangular transistor,
known as FNDMOS ("F" for floating), and a round transistor, known as FNDMOSR ("R" for round).
These two different layout structures can be seen in fig. 2.6, the FNDMOSR structure is not really
round, in fact it is octagonal. It is edgeless, which is very important for the reduction of parasitic
currents.
The channel width W of the FNDMOS transistor ean be changed continuously by stretching the
transistor.
For a single FNDMOSR transistor, the channe1 width W is not constant along the channel.
Notwithstanding for the sake of simplicity, the channel width is taken to be equal to the outer
perimeter of the n+ source contact region (taking into account the outdiffusion of the n+ source contact
region). As the length of the channel region L and the length of the drift region are fixed, the channel
width for the FNDMOSR is fixed too and equals 66pm. The channel width can only be changed by
using FNDMOSR transistors in parallel. which are placed in an array completely surrounded by a n+
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drain contact region; dus outer drain contact region is connected to the n-type buried layer by using
n-Plug. For large arrays narnely some current may spread into the buried layer, this current will be
collected by the outer drain contact region. W is a multiple of 66pm.
In order to limit the used area. the FNDMOSR is preferred when transistors with a channel width of
more than 500pm are needed.
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n+ source conta
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(a)

Fig. 2.6.: Schematic layout of: (a) FNDMOS. (b) FNDMOSR.

(b)

p.TYPE DMOS TRANSISTOR.
In fig. 2.7. a cross-section is shown of the p-type DMOS transistor. also known as PDMOS.

drain
poly-guard

Fig. 2.7.: Cross-section of p-lype DMOS transistor (PDMOS).

In the PDMOS. the channel region is fOITIled by the n-Well and the n-Tub diffusioll. The n-Tub
diffusioll provides contact between the channel region and the n-type buried layer BLN. The diffusion
length of the n-Well is smaller than the diffusion length of the n-Tub. however the doping
concentration in the n-WeIl is larger than in the n-Tub. The threshold voltage Vr• the body factor yand
the mobility /J.p in the channel region are thus deteITIlined by the doping concentration in the n-Well.
as is the case for normal p-MOS transistors in this technology.
The threshold voltage Vr is typically -0.8 V, and is higher than the threshold voltage of the p-MOS
device (-1.15 V). due to the fact that Vr of the PDMOS is determined by the lateral diffused part of
the channel region. where the maximum impurity concentration Nmax is lower than the maximum
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impurity concentration in the n-Well.
The drain drift region of the PDMOS is the embedded p-type epitaxiallayer. This epitaxial layer is
completely surrounded by the n-Tub diffusion to obtain an isolated drain drift region. In fact the n-Tub
diffusion length detennines the thickness of the epitaxiallayer tEP{' and as such sets a limit for the on
resistance RON and the breakdown voltage BV. The drain-to-source punchthrough voltage is
approximately -100 V. the maximum VsD-voltage therefore may not exceed 100 V.
The aetual PDMOS device is floating and thus isolated from the substrate. all terminals may be used
on any positive voltage above the substrate potential up to 80 V.
In fig. 2.7. the source and the bulk charmeI region contact are drawn shortcircuited. they may however
be separated. provided that the maximum voltage between source and bulk is limited to 18 V.

The PDMOS layout structure is reetangular. the channel width W can he changed continuously by
stretching the transistor layout.

NON-FLOATING N-TYPE DMOS TRANSISTOR.
The non-floating n-type DMOS transistor. also known as NDMOS. is shown in fig. 2.8.

P-EPI

P-substrate

drain

Fig. 2.8.: Cross-section of non-floating n-type DMOS transistor (NDMOS).

The NDMOS transistor is not really a DMOS transistor, in the sense that its channel region is not
double-diffused. Although in this case. one ean not really speak abaut a DMOS transistor in the
strietest sense of the word. the NDMOS structure still exhibits the basic characteristics of a DMOS
transistor: a non-uniformly doped channel region and a lightly doped drift region. The charmel region
of the NDMOS transistor is forrned by the p-type epitaxial layer. whereas the drain drift region is
formed by the n-Tub.
The threshold voltage VT• the body factor 'Y and the mobility lip in the channel region are thus
determined by the doping concentration in the epitaxial layer, as is the case for normal n-MOS
transistors in this technology.
The threshold voltage VT is typically 1.05 V. bath for the NDMOS and the n-MOS transistors.

In fig. 2.8. the source and the bulk channel region contact are drawn shortcireuited, they may however
be separated. provided that the maximum voltage between source and bulk is limited to 18 V.
The NDMOS device is not isolated from the substrate, its bulk is always at substrate potential.limiting
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the source potential to a maximum of 18 V.
The drain-to-source punchthrough voltage is approximately 80 V.

The NDMOS layout structure is rectangular, the channel width W can be changed continuously by
stretching the transistor layout.

2.3.2. APPLICATIONS.

In this paragraph, some applications will be discussed in order to illustrate the key parameters of the
DMOS devices. These key parameters will give insight in the specifications and the requirements, that
the model has to satisfy.
DMOS transistors are often used in [11]:

* High-voltage digital cells:
In this BICMOS-technology, logic circuitry with a supply voltage higher than 18 V cannot he
implemented with MOS transistors. DMOS devices, however, can operate at supply voltages up to
BOV, apart from the fact that the voltage difference between gate and source should be limited to 22V.
In the circuit of fig. 2.9, the digital input signa! with 15 V supply is shifted upwards to drive the
PDMOS output transistor M7 : 0 V at the input is shifted to VDD-VZEN+Vr<'M3)' whereas 15 V at the
input is shifted to VOD' which is equa! to 80 V.
Transistors MI and M2 are FNDMOS devices, the VDS of these devices can be close to 70 V, while Vas
is limited to 15 V. The PDMOS devices M3 and M4 set the low level of the output to approximately
11 V below VDD• For Ms and M6, PDMOS devices are chosen.
The threshold level of the digital cell is determined by the threshold voltage Vr and the gain constant
13 of transistors MI and M2 with regard to those of transistors Ms and M6• Furthermore, the switching
speed of this circuit is determined by the parasitic capacitances of the different transistors. All of these
parameters should be accurately modelled by the DMOS model in order to be able to simulate the
circuit behaviour correctly.

VZEN

Fig. 2.9.: High-voltage level shifter [ll].

M7

YDD

* High-voltage switch:
The PDMOS device M7 of fig. 2.9 acts as a high-voltage switch. The important specifications for this
application, apart fiom breakdown voltage, are Vr , 13, on-resistance and the required area.
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* High-voltage current souree:
In the circuit of fig. 2.10, the voltage at node OUT is controlled by node IN. Currents up to 5 mA
have to be supplied for output voltages up to VDD - 1 V.
For the output transistor an npn bipolar transistor is chosen in order to minimize the requisite area. The
base current of this bipolar transistor is supplied by a PDMOS current SOUIce. If pnp bipolar transistors
were used instead of PDMOS transistors, protection circuitry would be required to prevent the bipolar
transistors fiom going into satUIation, and the necessary area would be larger.
For an accurate simulation of this kind of circuitry. the DC current fD and its temperatUIe dependency
have to be modelled precise1y.

-----.------..,-----------.----VDD

OUT

Fig. 2.10.: DMOS transistor as high-voltage current source [11].

* Operational amplifiers:
A simplified schematic for an operational amplifier is shown in fig. 2.11, here PDMOS transistors are
used instead of pnp bipolar transistors. due to the fact that, compared to the lateral pnp bipolar
transistor, the PDMOS device offers several advantages: bener high-frequency behavioUI. no extra
delay caused by saturation and no gate input current.

l~

Fig. 2.11.: Simplified schematic of an operational amplifier [11].

1----0 OUT

Important charaeteristics of the PDMOS transistor for this application to take into account in the
DMOS model, are the De current ID and the conductance gd (=dIDJdVDs) for a gate voltage Vos a few
hundreds of millivolts above the threshold voltage Vr, the noise behavioUI, the matching properties,
the temperature dependency and the parasitic capacitances.

2.4. CONCLUSIONS.

DMOS transistors exhibit two basic features, namely the use of double-diffusion techniques to obtain
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a short active channel, and the use of a lightly doped drift region to provide for a high breakdown
voltage. These transistors have a good high-voltage and high-frequency behaviour, which makes them
very apt for switching applications.

The DMOS transistors at Alcatel Mietec are part of a BICMOS-tecOOology. The transistors are non
self-aligned, which implies that, to take care of possible misalignments, the channel region window
has to overlap the source contact window. The obtained active channellength is not as small as for
self-aligned transistors.
The lengths of the channel region and the drain drift region are fixed in order to guarantee a certain
breakdown voltage and on-resistance. This implies that only the channel width may be changed.
In order to properly simulate the various applications for these transistors, a model has to be
introduced that accurately models the DC-behaviour and its temperature dependence, the AC
behaviour, the noise behaviour and the matching properties.
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3. De-MODEL.

In Alcatel Mietec, some different commercial simulation programs are used, such as Anasim and Eldo,
which are based on the SPICE simulation program. None of these contain a compact model for DMOS
devices, therefore a model has to he developed. Limitation of the simulation time requires that the
model is not too complex, yet on the other hand it still bas to he accurate. As the transistors are used
by a lot of companies, another requirement is that the model bas to he well documented and weil
understood, so that users can he easily supported by Aleatel Mietec.

In literature, many articles can he found on the subject of DMOS DC-modelling [1] - [7]. The greater
part of these proposed models can be divided into two types of models:

COMPACT MODELS:
These models treat the DMOS transistor as one device, that is to say one special set of equations is
used to defme the DC-behaviour. These equations are deduced fiom fundamental physicallaws, and
ask for a mathematical expression for the lateral and vertical diffusion profl.1es in the channel region,
a mathematical expression for the mobility as function of electrical field and impurity concentration,
and a mathematical expression for the voltage-dependent parasitic series resistance in the drift region.
This complicates matters, so that these equations Can only be solved numerically. An advantage is that
the equations are deduced fiom the physical phenomena inherent to DMOS transistors.
The compact model has to he integrated in the available simulation program environment. This
suggests that it has to he compatible with the SPICE models. Furthermore the implementation of such
a new compact model would require the development of new parameter extraction routines, and the
generation of an documentation on this model in order to support the users of this model.

MACRO-MODELS:
These models treat the DMOS transistor as a subcircuit, consisting of only standard modeis. Each
distinguished part of the DMOS structure is modelled by a standard device model. Although this kind
of model is not deduced from physicallaws, as is the compact model, it is nevertheless based on the
DMOS structure.
The use of standard models facilitates the integration of the macro-model in the simulation program
environment. Furthermore it enables the development of a parameter extraction strategy, that is based
on existing routines.
As each standard model has its restrictions, the accuracy of the macro-model will be substantially
limited. These limitations should be well documented.

To limit the required manpower, the development time and the future support effort, we chose to use
the macro-model approach. This macro-model should be as physical as possible, so that the parameters
of the model are physical parameters, that can be extracted fiom specific measurements rather than
merely be optimized for the measured DC-characteristics.

3.1. DERIVATION OF THE MACRO-MODEL.

It was shown in [1] that a MOS-type transistor with an impurity concentration variation along the
channel Can he considered as a series combination of 1l lumped MOS transistors, as is shown in fig.
3.1 for an n-type transistor.

The bulk impurity concentration Nk for an elementary transistor k is considered to be constant, the
value of N k is chosen to he hetween N(xk ) and N(xk+). Note that this model assumes the invariability
of the impurity profile in the direetion perpendicular to the surface.
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(bI

Fig. 3.1.: (a) MOS transistor with an impurity concentration variation along the channel considered as
a series combination of simple MOS transistors (1).

(b) Channel impurity profile.

In the linear region, the drain current for the k transistor can be written as (see Appendix I, equation
(UI»:

ID,k = I3k [(VG - Vr,k)(Vk+1 - Vk) --i(Vk+/ - Vl)] (3.l)

where the k transistor threshold voltage VT,l: and the k transistor gain constant Bt are given by the
relations:

(3.2)

(3.3)13k = J.1kCOX WLk

The total drain current Iv is iteratively solved by a successive voltage calculation along the channel,
assuming that VI = Vs and Vn+1 = VD'

The channellength Lt can vary from one simple transistor to another (it is usually smaller for regions
with higher gradient impurity concentration) or be constant, in which case Lt =Uno
Por a lateral DMOS transistor, the diffused channel region is modelled by il-I MOS transistors, and
the drain drift region, with a constant concentration, is described by one simple transistor. The number
of transistors n necessary for an accurate simulation. is determined by the impurity diffusion profile
of the channel region.

3.1.1. THE ENHANCEMENT-DEPLETION MODEL.

In references [2], [3] and [4], a special case ofthe above-described model is treated, the Enhancement
Depletion (FJD) model. In the operation range of the DMOS transistor the FJD model considers the
transistor to be a series combination of two simple MOS transistors (u = 2), as is shown in fig. 3.2
for an n-type DMOS transistor. Here it is assumed that the gate polyoxide stretches from the source
contact to the drain contact, so that any series resistance ean be ignored.

When a positive gate voltage is applied. an inversion layer is formed at the oxide surface in the p-type
charmel region and an accumulation layer is formed at the oxide surface in the n-type drain drift
region.
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Fig. 3.2.: The Enhancement-Depletion two-transistor DMOS model.

The enhancement transistor models the inversion layer. In paragraph 2.1, it was shown that the
diffused channel can be approximated by a simple MOS equation (2.5) if an effeetive mobility JlUF

or an effective channellength LEFF• and an effective bulk channel impurity concentration NEFF are
introduced.
In the n-type drift region, electrons are attraeted to the gate if the gate voltage is higher than the flat
band voltage VFB of the material. In this case, no depletion layer is formed under the gate in the drift
region, and thus no body effect can occur. As for n-type material VFB is often negative and as the
current in the accumulation layer is carried by electrons, the accumulation layer can be modelled by
a depletion n-type MOS transistor, where the influence of the doping concentration in the drift region
Nd is negleeted. This was deduced in Appendix I.

The simplest EID model for DMOS transistors assumes for both devices that the gradual channel
approximation is valid, that output conductance in the saturation region is zero, that there is no back
gate bias effect, and that the electron mobility is constant (i.e. no mobility reduetion). Now when both
devices are operating in the linear region, the expression for drain current can be written as follows
[3]:

/D = J}E(VG - VrE? Vx-~Vi)

= PD(VG - VrD)(VD- Vx) - ~(VD2 - Vi»)

Solving this equation for the node voltage Vx, the following equation is obtained:

(3.5)

Va' = Va - VTE

ilVT =VTE - VTD

13' = 13E!13D

The depletion transistor is in saturation if VDS ~ VDSD :

VDSD = VG - VrD (3.6)

The enhancement transistor pinches off for Vx ~ Va-VTE• elaborating equation (3.5). this occurs if VDS
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z VDSE:

VDSE = VG-VTD - VJlV/-P'(VG-VTD)2 (3.7)

A plot of the drain saturation voltages VDSE and VDSD versus effective gate voltage VG' is shown in fig.
3.3 (a). Both transistors are on the brink of saturation if VDSE = VDSD' this occurs for VG' = VGT':

I Jl VTVGT = - (3.8)
.[Pi

Bq. (3.7)

2

Bq. (3.6)

Vi
G

Fig. 3.3.: (a) DMOS saturation voltage versus effective gate voltage VG' [3].
(b) Transconductance gm versus effective gate voltage VG' for a DMOS transistor [3].

The voltages VG/. VDSE and VDSD divide the DMOST plane of operation into four regions. as is
indicated in fig. 3.3 (a). Region 1 and 4 can be summarized in one region:

Enhancement Tl-ansistor Contl-ol Region:
For VDS ~ VDSE and 0 ~ VG' ~ VGT' (i.e. region 1 and region 4 in fig. 3.3 (a», the enhancement
transistor is in saturation. The current is determined by the enhancement transistor only. Inserting Vx
= VG-Vr.<; into (3.4), this gives:

I
D

= PEvb2 (3.9)
2

Consequently, a DMOS device operated in this region has the current carrying capability of its
enhancement transistor, which means that the current is determined by the diffused part of the channel
region only, see paragraph 2.1.1.
The maximum transconductance 8m(mGx) is reached for VG' = VGT':

gm(max) = /PEPD Jl VT (3.10)

The maximum transconductance augments as the channellength of either device is decreased, but is
increased most by a large threshold voltage difference.

Depletion Transistor Control Region:
For VDS Z VDSD and VG' Z VGT' (i.e. region 2 in fig. 3.3 (a», the enhancement transistor is in the
linear region and the depletion transistor is in saturation. The drain current is detennined by both the
enhancement and the depletion transistor. Inserting (3.6) into (3.5), and afterwards inserting (3.5) into
(3.4), one obtains:
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(3.13)

f
D

= 1 PEPD (Vh 1 _ .1VI + .l.VT~ pl]2 (3.11)
2 PE + PD vb2(1 + P1 pI + 1

For gate voltages weil above the transition gate voltage VaT and for high values of 13' this reduces to:

f = 1 PEPD (V _ V )2 (3.12)
D 2 PE+PD G TD

The transconductance gm as function of the effective gate voltage VG' for me enhancement transistor
control region and for the depletion transistor control region, is depicted in fig. 3.3 (b). From this
figure, it is easily seen that a maximum transconductance occurs at VG' =VGr'.

Linear Region:
ForVDs<VDsE and ü::;;VG'::;;VGT' or VDS<VDSD and VG'~VGr'(i.e.region3infig.3.3(a»,

both the enhancement transistor and the depletion transistor are in the Hnear region.
By neglecting the squared terms in (3.4), solving for Vx, and substituting the node voltage back into
either of the drain current expressions, the fouowing equation for on-resistance is derived:

VD 1 1
RON = T = P CV -V ) + P (V _V ) = Ro~D) + Ro~E)

D V ,,0 D G TD E G TE
D

The on-resistance of the DMOS device is the sum of the on-resistances of the individual devices.

In [3] and [4], it was also shown mat the effects of electron velocity saturation can he incorporated
in the BID model. This reduces the inaccuracies of the simple BID model. As velocity saturation
principally occurs at high electric fields, the incorporation of these effects becomes important for
DMOS transistors with short channellengths. The non-self-aligned DMOS transistors in Alcatel Mietec
have large channel lengths, and therefore the influence of velocity saturation is negligible.
The simple two-transistor BID model describes the DMOS transistor behaviour accurately for devices
with long total channel length in which current saturation by pinchoff in both devices is a good
approximation. As it is a rather simple model, it enables to easily understand the different operation
regions of a DMOS transistor.

3.1.2. THE EXTENSIVE ENHANCEMENT-DEPLETION MODEL.

For me DMOS transistors of Alcatel Mietec, the gate polyoxide does not cover the drain drift region
completely, see fig. 3.4. The part of the drift region that is covered by the gate polyoxide and a thin
oxide layer, that allows for an accumulation layer to he formed, can be modeued by a depletion MOS
transistor as is done in the BID model. Of course here some current flows parallel to the accumulation
layer in the bulk of the drift region, which could be modelled by a simple resistor parallel to the
depletion transistor, however in most cases its influence is negligible [8].1n the other part of the drift
region, which is covered by a thick oxide layer, no aceumulation layer is formed at me surface and
the current spreads into the bulk. To model this bulk resistance, in [9] the current was considered to
flow from a Hne source of radius r l , at the end of the channel, to a Hne sink with radius r] at the n+
drain contact, see fig. 3.5. The length of the sources is taken to he equal to the channel width W.
Realizing that only half the conducting medium in fig. 3.5 is present, the resulting resistance of me
bulk drift region is:

(3.14)
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where L' is the distance corresponding to the length of the drift region. and p is the resistivity of the
drift region material. The result bas been formulated using r1 and r2 to illustrate a physical effect.
r1 is related to the effective "emitting" area at the end of the channel and r2 is related to the effective
"collecting" area of the drain contact. Usually r1 and r2 are optimized. The parameter k is a geometry
dependent factor. summarizing the physical effect illustrated above.

Sourcc Gale Drain

CUITent
spreading

p-type chann~",gion n-lY1>e drain drift ",gion

! _ LE _ ~_ Lo _!_ L' 

Gale

1
Series resUb1nce

Vy

Enhanamenl MOS traJlSiSIOr

vx

r
VTE LE I3E RoDepletion MOS traJlsislOr

Vm Lo 130

Source

Fig. 3.4.: Cross-section of DMOS-structure with inherent macro-model.

y

Fig. 3.5.: Simplified spreading resistance problem. two line sources in an infinite homogeneous medium.

In the above-described analysis. the current is assumed to flow in a part of the drain drift region with
width W. of course some current spreading takes place at the edges. so that for accurate simulations
in equation (3.14) an effective width WEFF > W should be used. The current spreading at the edges is
negligible for large channel widths W. in which case WEFF ~ W; for small charmel widths. though. the
current spreading may become dominant.

Although in a first order approximation. the current spreading effect in the drift region cao he
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(3.15)

modelled by a simple series resistance, in reality the current spreading is a two-dimensional effect. The
drift region resistance is modulated by both the gate voltage and the drain voltage, which is a
nonlinear phenomenon. The series resistance should thus be voltage-dependent. In [7], an attempt was
made to model this voltage-dependency using a nonlinear voltage controlled voltage source in series
with a simple resistor, based on an empirical relation.
Although this model can be easily implemented in the SPICE program, this would make the model
complex and would increase the simulation time. Therefore, we ignored the voltage-independent series
resistance approach.

The DMOS DC-model as it is used in Alcatel Mietec, is deduced from fig. 3.4 and is shown in fig.
3.6.

Fig. 3.6.: The extensive E/D DMOS model as used in Alcatel Mietee.

Por gate voltages VG < VTE> the enhancement transistor is in its cut-off region. The impedance at the
node Vx is very high and the simulation program has problems calculating the voltage Vx. The
resistance RS1M has been added to the circuit to improve De convergence in this region. lts value is
very high (i.e. 1011 Q) in order to make its contribution to the drain current negligible.
The series resistance RD is inversely proportional with channel width W, according to equation (3.14).

Por accurate simulations of the De-model in fig. 3.6, some other effects such as body effect, mobility
reduction and channellength modulation should be incorporated.

BODY EFFECT:
The body effect may become dominant in the enhancement transistor, because the maximum doping
concentration in the channel region can be high. Due to the absence of a depletion layer beneath the
accumulation layer in the drift region, the depletion transistor will not exhibit any body effect.
Incorporating the body effect in the enhancement transistor and the addition of the series resistance
RD, equation (3.4) becomes (see Appendix I):

ID ::; ~E(VG- VT~ Vx-~(l +öE)Vi)

::; ~D(VG- VTDHVy- Vx)-~(Vl- Vi»)

(3.16)
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(3.17)

BE is determined by the effective doping concentration in the channel region, and is defined by (see
Appendix I, equation (U3) for VBS = 0 V) :

o - rE
E - 2J2~FE

For this model Vx becomes:

V
x

= (.(P/+l)Vb+~VTJ _ (P/+l)Vb+~VTJ2 _2(Vb+~VT)VY-1V1J
1 + pI + plOE 1 + pI + p/5E 1 + pI + p/5E

The two drain saturation voltages can he solved from (3.15), (3.16) and (3.17), and the physical
solutions read as follows:

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

Both transistors are on the brink of saturation if VDSE =VDSD' this occurs for VG ' =VGT '. The physical
solution is:

v:1 _ (l+o E)6.VT
GT - --;::::;::::::==-

VpI (1 + oE) - 5E

For a high effective doping concentration in the channel region, the following inequality may hold:

pI pIKOE > ./~/(1 + OE) = OE > - +- 1+- (3.21)
V 2 2 pI

This inequality implies that:

V~T < 0 and VDSE < VDSD when V~ > 0

As in this case VDS ~ VDSD > VDSE' the occurrenee ofthe depletion transistor control region is ruled out.
In other words if the doping concentration in the channel region is too high, the depletion transistor
control region will never occur, and the depletion transistor only becomes important in the linear
region.
For lower doping concentrations inequality (3.21) does not hold, and analogous to the simple E/D
model, three different regions of operation can he defined:

Enhancement Transistor Control Region:
For VDS ~ VDSE and 0 ~ VG ' ~ VGr', the enhancement transistor is in saturation. The drain current
is determined by the enhancement transistor only:

/D = PE v:/2 (3.22)
2(I+oE) G

The DMOS device acts as a single MOS transistor.

Depletion Transistor Control Region:
For VDS ~ VDSD and VG ' ~ VGT', the enhancement transistor is in the linear region and the depletion
transistor is in saturation. Now, the drain current is determined by both the enhancernent and the
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depletion transistor:

1 ~E~D (

2 ~D+p~l+oe>

(~'+ I-oe>Vhz
-20EI).. VTVh-(l +0 ~I).. Vl

I+P'+P'ÖE (3.23)

Linear Region:
For Vos < VDSE and 0 ~ Va' ~ VaT' or Vos < VOSD and Va' ~ VaT' • both the enhancement
transistor and the depletion transistor are in the linear region. The on-resistance is now given by:

(3.24)

MOBILITY REDUCTION:
Mobility reduction due to the transverse gate field is an important effect in MOS structures. that may
influence the DC-charaeteristics considerably. For high gate voltages the inversion layer mobility
decreases. The details of this effect are not yet fully understood and it is therefore often described by
an empirical relation. Some different empirical relations describing the mobility reduction are in vogue
[10], the empirical relation used in the SPICE UCB-MOSFET Level=2 model reads (see Appendix Il.
equation (11.13»:

VGS - VT ~
UCRlTESi

IJ-o ,
Cox

IJ-
[ UeRrTE~ rErP UC~Sl

(3.25)

IJ-o Cox(VGS - VT)
, VGS - VT >

Cox

where UCR1T stands for the critical field for mobility degradation (in Vlm), above which mobility
reduction sets in. UEXP stands for the critical field exponent, which determines the dependency of the
mobility on the gate voltage, and Jlo is the surface mobility at low gate voltages. Both UCRIT and UEXP

are empirical parameters, that have to he determined from DC-measurements.
Equation (3.25) for the surface mobility is continuous for all gate voltages, however its derivative is
not continuous, this could be correeted using smoothing functions. A step occurs at Va-VT =
UCR/rE siCox' therefore simulations around this gate voltage may not he very accurate.
Mobility reduction has to he incorporated in the model for the enhancement transistor, this means that
the mobility JIE' part of the gain factor ~E' in equation (3.15) - (3.19) has to be replaced by (3.25).
Now, the transition gate voltage Var' can only he calcu1ated numerically, nonetheless its value will not
differ a lot from (3.20). The mobility reduction will influence the electrical behaviour in all three
operation regions.

CHANNEL LENGTH MODULATION:
MOS transistors with short channel lengths often exhibit a non-zero output conductance gd in the
saturation region. This effect is assumed to he caused by channel length modulation. On the brink of
saturation. the channel pinches off at the drain side, which means that at the drain side the channel is
no longer strongly inverted. If the drain voltage increases. the part of the channel near the drain that
is not strongly inverted (i.e. dL) increases, in other words the effective channellength (i.e. L - dL)
decreases and so the drain current increases.
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In DMOS transistors, the depletion layer that lies hetween the channel region and the drift region.
primarily spreads into the lightly-doped drift region. The drain-source voltage mainly faUs across the
drift region. As the length of the drift region is rather large. no channellength modulation occurs. On
the contrary. as the dissipated power in a DMOS transistor can be large. the output conduetance may
even become negative due to Joule heating effects as described in [11]. The effective working
temperature Tinthe channel region increases with dissipated power P = VDs·fD• whereas the surface
mobility liD decreases with increasing temperature (}Jo oe: T-t, where k is a constant that lies between
1.5 and 2.2). This causes the mobility liD to decrease with increasing drain voltage VDS • which may lead
to a negative output conduetance gd'

The SPICE MOSFET models are described in Appendix n. According to this Appendix. aU the above
described effects can he incorporated in the DMOS DC-model by using the UCB SPICR Level=2
model for the enhancement MOS transistor. As for the depletion MOS transistor no body effect occurs.
this transistor can he modelled by the UCB SPICE Level=1 model.

3.2. PARAMETER EXTRACTION PROCEDURE.

Concerning the parameter extraction procedure, there are two altematives:
1. Extract parameters that are fairly good for aU bias conditions and dimensions.
2. Extract parameters that are accurate in normal working conditions and poor in seldom used

conditions.
The SPICE transistor models are limited in accuracy for normal MOS transistors, so the fIrst approach
will certainly not he feasible for the DMOS macro-model. After evaluating the circuit applications (as
described in paragraph 2.3.2), the normal working conditions were defIned as:

Ana/og Applications:
f D vs. VDS : VDS :

VGs:
OV
Vr + I V

Switching Applications:
f D vs. VGs: VDS: 0.1 V

VGs: 0 V --7 22 V

The normal procedure for MOS transistors is 10 calculate aU parameters fiom specifIc electrical
measurements. Certain parameters. such as Vro• !Jo. RSH and NSUB' are extracted on a regular basis for
MOS transistors on different batches to build up a statistica! database. so that for each parameter
statistically an average value and a probability distribution can be determined. lbis average value is
called the typical value.
The distribution around the average value of a parameter is Gaussian. a maximum (typically 60 above
the average) and a minimum value (typically 60 below the average) is determined in order to be able
to do worst case simulations.
Using these maximum and minimum values. a fast. typical and slow model can be developed for the
MOS transistor. For a certain drain and gate voltage, the simulated drain current f D is maximum for
the fast model, and minimum for the slow model. The rea! drain current should always lie between
the simulated fast and the simulated slow value.

To determine reliable worst case parameters for DMOS transistors valid for a large range of
dimensions, parameters should mainly he extracted from measurement results and optimization of
parameters should he avoided to a large extent.
The enhancement transistor in the PDMOS or the NDMOS model. describes an inversion layer in the
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n-Well respectively the p-type epitaJdallayer. This corresponds to the normal p-MOS and n-MOS
transistor in this technology. Most parameters for the enhancement transistor in the PDMOS and in
the NDMOS model can tOOs he copied from the p-MOS and n-MOS parameters respectively.
For the FNDMOS(R) transistor, special MOS transistors are available on the test inserts that have a
p-Base as bulk material. Although these MOS transistors are not used in design, they can be used for
the extraction of MOS parameters for the enhancement transistor in the FNDMOS(R) model.
Several DMOS transistors with different channel widths have been made in order to examine the
dependency of the DC-characteristics on the channel width.

The channellength of the enhancement transistor LE is taken to he the distance between the beginning
of the gate oxide and the edge of the channel region on the layout of the transistor, see fig. 3.4. This
is to say that the outdiffusion of the source contact region and the outdiffusion of the channel region
are not taken into account; they are taken into account by using the SPICE parameter LD (which
stands for the lateral diffusion of the source/drain contact region under the gate in a normal MOS
transistor, see Appendix II).
The channellength of the depletion transistor LD is taken to be the distance between the edge of the
channel region and the end of the thin gate oxide on the layout of the transistor, see fig. 3.4.
In the FNDMOSR model, the channel width WE of the enhancement transistor is a multiple of 66J.lm.
The channel width WD of the depletion transistor (for a single FNDMOSR transistor) is equal to the
perimeter of the p-Base (taking the outdiffusion of the p-Base into account) and is calculated as
WD=1.48 xWE•

The parameters are extracted as follows (see Appendix II):

ENHANCEMENT TRANSISTOR PARAMETERS:
tox: The oxide thickness is fixed by technology and its value can be copied from the normal

MOS parameters.
NSUB : The value of the substrate doping concentration NSUB can he copied from the MOS

parameters, and next it can be optimized to get the effective impurity concentration in the
channel region. A fast, typical and slow value are determined.

VTO: The threshold voltage is extracted from an extrapolation of the ID-VGs-characteristic for
VDs=O.1 V, and adjusted for the drain-source voltage. Hereby it is assumed that Vx is
approximately VDs=O.1 V, although this may not be the case it will only introduce a small
error.
A fast, typical and slow value are determined.

Ilo: For normal MOS transistors, the surface mobility Ilo is determined from the maximum f3UN
(=IIVDsxdlrJdVGS = lloCoxW'/L J. For DMOS transistors f3UN is determined by both the
enhancement transistor and the depletion transistor, and Ilo is thus not so easily extracted.
The fast, typical and slow values for Ilo are copied from the MOS parameters.

UCRJT: The value for the critical field for mobility degradation is copied from the nonnal MOS
parameters.

UEXp: The value for the critical field exponent for mobility degradation is copied from the
normal MOS parameters.

RSH: The fast, typical and slow values of the diffusion sheet resistance RSH are copied from the
normal MOS parameters, where the outdiffusion of the source/drain contact is taken into
account.

LD: The value of the lateral diffusion has to take into account the outdiffusion of the source
contact region, the outdiffusion of the channel region and the non-uniformity of the
doping concentration along the channel. Therefore it is optimized, so that the effective
channellength equals LE-2 LD.
A fast, typical and slow value is determined for the parameter W.
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À: As in most DMOS transistors no channel length modulation occurs, the value of the
channellength modulation parameter ÀE is made as small as possible. i.e. lxlO-6 Vl.

DEPLETION TRANSISTOR PARAMETERS:
fox: The oxide thickness is fixed by technology; its value can he copied from the normal MOS

parameters and is the same as for the enhancement transistor.
NSUB : For the depletion transistor no body effect can occur, the value for the substrate doping

concentration should be as small as possible. In some simulation programs, the value of
NSUB should he higher than n j , the intrinsic concentration in silicon. Consequently for NSUB
a value of lOxnp1.45xlQll cm-3 is chosen.

Vro: The threshold voltage of the depletion transistor (i.e. the flat-band voltage of the drain
drift region) is not easily extracted fiom measurements; its value is optimized.

Kp: The intrinsic transconduetance parameter Kp of the depletion transistor (determined by the
surface mobility in the drain drift region) is not easily extraeted from measurements; its
value is optimized.

À: As in the case of the enhancement transistor, the channellength modulation parameter ÀD

is made as small as possible. i.e. 1x 10-6 V-I.

SERIES RESISTANCE RD :

The value of the series resistance RD is detennined by equation (3.14), the parameter k can only
he determined empirically, thus it is optimized. The optimization is repeated for DMOS transistors
on different wafers and with different channel widths.
A fast, typical and slow value are determined.

The optimization for the FNDMOS, the FNDMOSR and the PDMOS transistors was done by J.
Ysebaen using VYPER macro modelling software. In the VYPER macro modelling software,
macromodels can he defined and parameters can he optimized on specific voltage regions.
The optimization is performed as follows:
* NSUB of the enhancement transistor is optimized for the 10 - VGS-characteristic at Vos = 0.1V just

above the threshold voltage.
* LD ofthe enhancement transistor, Kp and VTO ofthe depletion transistor are optimized for the 10 

Vos-characteristic in the saturation region and in the transition region between the linear and the
saturation region Vos E <2 V, 80 V>, and for the 10 - VGS-characteristic at Vos = 0.1 V for low gate
voltages VGS' where the influence of the series resistance is still negligible.

* RD is optimized for the ID-VGs-charaeteristic at Vos = 0.1V for all gate voltages, and for the 10 - Vos
characteristic in the linear region VDS E <0 V, 2 V>.

The optimization for the NDMOS transistor was done manually. This optimization was hampered by
the fact that in the NDMOS transistor channellength modulation occurs. This effect is due to the small
channellength of the depletion transistor (Lo =4 }.lm). The optimization was performed as follows:
* NSUB and À of the enhancement transistor were copied from the n-MOS parameters.
* LD was estimated using spreading sheet resistance measurements of the outdiffusion of the source

contact region and the outdiffusion of the n-Tub. Next it was optimized for the 10 - Vos
characteristic on the verge of the saturation region for low gate voltages VG< VGT'

* Kp and Vro of the depletion transistor are copied from the FNDMOS model, because in both the
NDMOS and the FNDMOS transistor the drain drift region is formed by an n-Tub. Next they
were optimized for the lo-Vos-characteristic on the verge of the saturation region for high gate
voltages VG> VGT' and for the lo-VGs-characteristic at Vos = 0.1 V for low gate voltages VGS' where
the influence of the series resistance is still negligible.

* Ro too is copied from the FNDMOS model, and optimized for the lo-VGs-characteristic at Vos =
0.1 V for high gate voltages VGS'
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* À of the depletion transistor is optirnized for the [D-VDS-characteristic in the saturation region.

VTO low, Jlo high, NSUB low, RSH low, W high and RD low.
VTO' Jlo, NSUB' RSH' W and RD have typical values.
Vro high, Jlo low, NSUB high, RSH high, W low and RD high.

The fast, typical and slow models of the DMOS transistors are only defined by the VTO' 110' RSH' W
and NSUB parameters of the enhancernent transistor and the series resistance RD; they are formed as
follows:
Fast model:
Typical model:
Slow model:

3.3. EXTRACTION RESULTS.

In this paragraph, measured DC-characteristics and simulated DC-charaeteristics will he compared for
all types of DMOS transistors. Furthermore, the dependency of the characteristics on the channel width
will be examined. The DMOS model shown in fig. 3.6 has been in use within Alcatel Mietec for some
years now, however until recently parameters were only based on manual measurements and not well
documented. A comparison will be made between the old and the new parametersets.

3.3.1. EXTRACTION RESULTS FOR THE FNDMOS(R) TRANSISTOR.

The maximum doping concentration in the p-Base channel region is so high that inequality (3.21)
holds, thus in the FNDMOS model and in the FNDMOSR model, the depletion transistor merely
influences the eleetrical behaviour in the linear region.
In fig. 3.7 (a), the measured [D-VDs-characterlstic and the simulated [D-VDS-characteristic, using the
extracted parameters, are shown for a FNDMOS transistor (L?4J.1m, LD=4J.1m) with W =7J.1m. In fig.
3.7 (b) the same is done for the measured and the simulated [D- VGS-characteristic of this transistor. A
comparison between the measured and the simulated characteristics indicates that, in most cases, the
simulated values differ less than 10% from the measured values.
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Fig. 3.7.: (a) Measured and simulated ID"VDs-characteristic for a FNDMOS transistor (Lr=4pm. LD=4pm)
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10 ba laken. The upper curve is simulaled al Ves=0 V. and corresponds 10 Ihe measured curve.
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LD=5pm) with W=9x66pm.

(b) Measured and simulated ID-Vas-characteristic.

In fig. 3.8 (a). the measured ID-VDs-characteristic and the simulated ID-Vos-charaeteristic. using the
extracted parameters. are shown for a FNDMOSR transistor (Lr=411m. Lo=511m) with W = 9x6611m.
At high gate voltages. the output conduetance gd becomes negative due to the fact that the dissipated
power becomes too large [lIl. this Joule heating effect can not easily be modelled in SPICE. In
design. DMOS transistors are not used in the region where gd < O. therefore in simulations trus effect
is left out of consideration.
In most cases. the simulated values differ less than 5% from the measured values.
In fig. 3.8 (b). the same is done for the measured and the simulated Jo-Vos-charaeteristic of tbis
transistor. The "roundness" of the FNDMOSR strueture is only taken into account through the
introduction of a different WE and Wo. this may explain the deviations in the simulated Jo-Vos·
characteristics. Nevertheless the simulated values differ less than 10% from the measured values.

0 .."

n·Tub

Fig. 3.9.: Cross-section of a FNDMOS transistor. perpendicular la current flow.

Some problems were encountered in the FNDMOS behaviour. The FNDMOS transistor starts
conducting below the threshold voltage (typically 7.1 V). whereas the FNDMOSR transistor exhibits
a nonnal behaviour. This effect is probably due to the occurrence of a parasitic channel at the side
edges of the p-Base channel region. parallel to current flow. A cross-section of a FNDMOS transistor,
perpendicular to the current flow in the channel region. is shown in fig. 3.9.
The main channel is formed under the thin oxide. according to equation (2.2). The threshold voltage
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VTE increases with increasing tox' As the maximum doping concentration NJfIQZ in the p-Base is high,
a small increase in tox willlead to large increase in VT• Therefore in the main p-Base under the thick
oxide no channel is formed. Towards the side edges of the p-Base, the doping concentration starts to
decrease due to the diffused impurity profile; a small decrease in doping concentration results in a
large deerease in threshold voltage, hence it is possible that in this region a parasitic channel is formed
for gate voltages below VTE, in spite of the large oxide thickness.
As the FNDMOSR transistor has an edgeless structure, the current always flows perpendicular to the
p-Base edge, and thus no parasitic channel is formed.

The parasitic effect becomes dominant for small channel widths. The extracted threshold voltage for
large channel widths is identical to that of the FNDMOSR transistor, because, here, the contribution
of the parasitic channel is negligible. For channel widths smaller than 8Op.m, the contribution of the
parasitic channel becomes more and more important, so that the extraeted threshold voltage decreases
with deereasing W, see fig. 3.10. This effect can not be incorporated in the FNDMOS model2

; one
parameterset is implernented for transistors with large channel widths. If a designer uses a FNDMOS
device with a small channel width, he is flagged with a warning that the model is not accurate for
small channel widths and that he should change the threshold voltage VTE and the series resistance
value RD

3 in the model file.
The above-deseribed parasitic effect can be disposed of by stretcrung the p-Base side edges beyond
the gate polyoxide, so that the gate polyoxide no longer covers the side edges of the p-Base. This was
done for some FNDMOS test transistors, wruch are still in process, so that no results can yet be given.
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Fig. 3.10.: The extracted threshold voltage for FNDMOS transistors as function of channel width W.

The optimized parameters for the enhancement transistor (i.e. NSUB and LD) and the depletion transistor
(i.e. Kp and Vro) have the same values for the FNDMOS model as for the FNDMOSR model, which
indicates that these parameters are not structure dependent. For both the FNDMOS and the
FNDMOSR, the same parametersets can be implemented.
The value of the series resistance RD is not the same for the FNDMOS and the FNDMOSR transistor,
because the drain drift region has not the same structure in both types of transistors.

2
The SPICE parameter DELTA, that mode/s the wiclth effect on threshok:l voltage, can only account lor a small increase
in threshold voltage wilh decreasing channel wiclth (lor n-type MOS transistors).

3
For small channel wiclths, the series resistance RD is no longer inversely proportional wilh channel wiclth W. instead
an effective wiclth WEFF > Wshould be used. see paragraph 3.1.2.
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Fig. 3.11.: (a) Measured and simulated ID-VDs-characteristics for FNDMOS transistors (L,r3pm, LD=4pm)
with different channel widths at VGS =10 V.

(b) Measured and simulated ID-VGs-characteristics at VDS = 0.1 V.

In fig. 3.11 (a), some values of tbe measured ID- VDs-characteristic, the simulated ID- Vos-characteristic
using the new parametersets, and the simulated lo-Vos-characteristic using the oId parametersets. are
depicted for FNDMOS transistors (Lr311m, LD=411m) with different channel widtbs at VGS = IO V. In
fig 3.11 (b). the measured and simulated ID-VGs-characteristics are shown. The FNDMOS transistor
with W=711m is simulated, using the new parametersets, with VTE = 6.2 V and a reiatively Iower RD

than the other FNDMOS transistors with Iarger channel widths.
Using the oid parametersets, the current is underestimated in both the saturation region, mainly due
to the use of a too high NsuB-value and a too small effective channel Iength for the enhancement
transistor. and the linear region, due to the overestimation of the series resistance Ro.
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The new parametersets are accurate for a large range of channel widths. Simulated values differ less
than 10% from measured values in the range W=711m to W=8Opm.
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Fig. 3.12.: (a) Measured and simulated ID-VDs-characteristics for FNDMOSR transistors (Lr 4pm.
LD=5llID.) with different channel widths at VGS =10 V.

(b) Measured and simulated ID-VGS-characteristics at VDS =0.1 V.

In fig. 3.12 (a)-(b), the same is done for FNDMOSR transistors (Lr=411m, LD=5J.lm) with different
channel widths.
Using the old parametersets, the current is overestimated in the linear region at low gate voltages, due
to the use of a Kp-value for the depletion transistor, that is too high.
For the new parametersets, the series resistance RD is overestimated for small channel widths, however
for large channel widths (W=121x66 Jlffi, not shown in fig. 3.12) RD is underestimated. The series
resistance RD for the FNDMOSR seems to be not inversely proportional with channel width.
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The total FNDMOSR transistor is formed placing several single FNDMOSR transistors (see fig. 2.6)
in an array, this array is surrounded by an n+ drain contact connected to the n-type buried layer.
Although intemally in the array, drain contacts (not connected to the buried layer) are present, for
large arrays some current may spread to the n-type buried layer and flow through this layer to the
outer drain contact. This effect causes the series resistance Ro value to be less than inversely
proportional with channel width W; for accurate simulations of the on-resistance an other dependency
of Ro on W should he implemented.
Nonetheless the new parametersets are accurate for a large range of channel widths. Simulated values
differ less than 10% from measured values in the range W=4x66p.m to W=12lx66J.lm.

3.3.2. EXTRACTION RESULTS FOR THE PDMOS TRANSISTOR.

In fig. 3.13 (a). the measured !o-Vos-characteristic and the simulated 10 - Vos-characteristic. using the
extraeted parameters. are shown for a PDMOS transistor (Lt=5J.lm, Lo=12]lm) with W = 2Û]lm. It can
be seen that for high gate voltages, the transition from linear to saturation region limits the accuracy
of this model. In the PDMOS structure (see fig. 2.7), a depletion region is formed between the p-type
epitaxial layer and the n-type buried layer. As the doping concentration in the buried layer is very
high, the depletion region primarily spreads into the epitaxiallayer as drain-to-source voltage Vos is
increased. Since the drain drift region is compressed by this depletion layer, the series resistance Ro
increases with increasing Vos, and thus according to (3.18) and (3.19) the saturation drain voltage
increases. The model could be improved by making the series resistance Ro voltage dependent as was
proposed in [6] and [7]. This would increase simulation time considerably. Moreover the simulated
values already differ less than 10% from the measured values and. in most cases, less than 5%.
Therefore, we chose not to change the model.
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Fig. 3.13.: (a) Measured and simulated ID-VDS·Characteristic for a PDMOS transistor (Lr=5JllI1. LD=12llID.)
with W=2Opm.

(b) Measured and simulated ID-VGs-characteristic.

In fig. 3.13 (b), the measured 10 - Vos-characteristic and the simulated 10 - Vos-characteristic, using the
extracted parameters. are shown for a PDMOS transistor (Lt;=511m. Lo=1211m) with W = 2Ü}.1.m. In most
cases. the simulated values differ less than 5% from the measured values.
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Fig. 3.14.: (a) Measured and simulated [n-Vns-characteristics for PDMOS transistors (Lr=5pm. Ln=12pm)
with different channel widths at Vas =-4.5 V.

(b) Measured and simulated [n-Vas-eharacteristics at Vns =-0.1 V.

In fig. 3.14 (a), some values of the measured In- Vns-characteristic, the simulated In-Vns-characteristic
using the new parametersets, and the simulated In-Vns·characteristic using the old parametersets, are
depicted for PDMOS transistors (Lr=5J.lm, LD=12J.lm) with different channel widths. In fig 3.13 (b).
the measured and simulated In-VGs-characteristics are shown.
The old parametersets introduce a large error in the linear region at high gate voltages. primarily
caused by the overestimation of the series resistance.
Using the new parametersets. the saturation region can be simulated rather weil, although the relative
deviation between the measured and the simulated values for W = 7J.lm is more sizable than for large
channel widths, due to narrow channel effects. This could be solved by optimizing the SPICE
parameters DELTA and WD for the enhancement transistor. and WD for the depletion transistor for
small channel widths. The series resistance Rn is overestimated for narrow channel transistors (see
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paragraph 3.1.2). for proper simulation it should no longer be inversely proponional with W for small
values of W. The current spreading at the edges could he modeIled by a fixed resistance REDGE parallel
to R D • inversely proportional with W. Por large channel widths. the resistance R EDGE should have a
higher value than RD • in which case the total series resistance becomes approximately equal 10 RD and
thus inversely proportional with W. Por small channel widths. the resistance R EDGE should have a lower
value than R D• so that the total series resistance becomes approximately equal to R EDGE < R D• The
addition of a fixed resistor would hardly increase simulation time. hut it would enlarge the range of
channel widths for which the on-resistance cao he modeIled weil.
SinIulated values differ less than 10% from measured values in the range W=711m to W=8ÛJ.1Ill.
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Fig. 3.15.: (a) Measured and simulated ID-VDs·characteristic for a NDMOS transistor (Lc=16pm, LD=4pm)
with W=8Û\J.ID...

(b) Measured and simulated ID-VGS-characteristics.
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3.3.3. EXTRACTION RESULTS FOR THE NDMOS TRANSISTOR.

In fig. 3.15 (a), some points of the measured ID-VDs·characteristic and the simulated ID-VDs•
characteristic, using the extracted parameters, are shown for a NDMOS transistor (Lr=16pm, LD=4pm)
with W =80}lm. Por VGS =2 V and VGS = 4.5 V, the channellength modulation is not modeiled
accurately at high drain voltages, nonetheless the ID- VDs-characteristic is simulated weil up to VDS =
20 V. In general, it can be said that the UCB SPICE MOSFET models, Level=l and Level=2, do not
model channellength modulation weil for short channel MOS transistors. Simulations differ less than
10% from measurements, and less than 5% for drain-source voltages up to 20 V.
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Fig. 3.16.: (a) Measured and simuIatedlo-Vos-characteristics forNDMOS transistors (Lc=16pm.LD=4J1Il1)
with different channel widths at VGS =4.5 V.

(h) Measured and simulated ID-VGs-characteristics at Vos =0.1 V.
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In fig. 3.15 (b), some points of the measured ID-VGs-charaeteristic and the simulated ID-VGS
characteristic, using the extraeted parameters, are shown for a NDMOS transistor (L,r16pm, LD=4pm)
with W = 80).lm. In the linear region, the simulations differ less than 5% from measurements.

In fig. 3.16 (a), some values of the measured ID- VDs-charaeteristic, the simulated ID- VDs-charaeteristic
using the new parametersets, and the simulated ID-VDs-charaeteristic using the old parametersets, are
depicted for NDMOS transistors (L,r16pm, LD=4pm) with different channel widths.
In fig 3.16 (b), the measured and simulated ID-VDS-charaeteristics are shown.

Using the old parameters, the saturation region is not simulated properly, which is principally due to
the use of a toa small value for )Jo and for the effeetive channellength LE EFF of the enhancement
transistor. The latter also causes the simulated ID-VGs-charaeteristic to deviate from the measured
characteristic at moderate gate voltages.

As in the case of the PDMOS transistor, the new parametersets could be improved for small W by
optimizing the SPICE parameters DELTA and WD for the enhancement transistor, and WD for the
depletion transistor for small channel widths, and by adding a fixed resistor parallel to the series
resistance RD•

Simulated values differ less man 10% fiom measured values in the range W=711m to W=8Opm.

3.4. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCY OF TUE DC-MODEL.

Por some applications, it may be important that the electrical charaeteristics of the DMDS transistors
can be predieted as function of temperature T. Dwing to its high threshold voltage, the FNDMOS(R)
transistor, for example, is sometimes used as a Zener voltage source. In this case, the dependency of
the threshold voltage on temperature is critical.
The threshold voltage for a DMOS device is given by (for VBS = 0 V):

The temperature dependence of VrE comes about primarily through the Permi potential [12J:

~F = kT1n( Nmax )

q ~ni(n

The temperature dependence of the intrinsic concentration n; is given by [12J:

.! -!s..
ni(n = 3.87x1016T2e 2kT

where the energy gap Eg is given by an empirical relation [12J:

E (1) = 1.16- 7.02xlO-
4

]'2
g T+1108

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

(3.29)

Assuming that the energy gap Eg is approximately independent of temperature in the temperature range
under consideration (i.e. temperatures between -50°C and 150 ·C), the variation of the threshold
voltage with temperature is found by combining (3.26)-(3.28) and differentiating, which yields:
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d:; .[~ -~(2~gT + t)]r+ C~X 2q:~:_]
= [~; - ~(2~gT + t)] (2 + ~J

(3.30)

Por high values of Nmax, the term Yma.l"(2<PF) becomes dominant and VTE changes rapidly with
temperature.
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Fig. 3.17.: (a) Measured and simulated threshold voltage as function of temperature. for a FNDMOS
transistor (Lc:4JlIIl. LD=4pm) with W=ÎjlIIl.

(b) Measured and simulated. threshold voltage as function of temperature. for a FNDMOSR
transistor (Lr4JlIIl. LD=4pm) with W=9x66pm.

The UCB SPICE MOSFET models use both equations (3.28) and (3.29) to determine the influence
of temperature on threshold voltage. In fig. 3.17 (a), the simulated and measured threshold voltage for
a FNDMOS transistor (Lr4pm, LD=4pm) with W =7pm as function of temperature are shown. In fig.
3.17 (b). the same is done for a FNDMOSR transistor (Le==4pm. LD=5pm) with W = 9x66pm.
The simulated threshold voltage does not correspond to the measured threshold voltage. because for
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the enhancement transistor in the model, an effective value is used for the doping concentration (on
account of the non-uniform doping concentration in the channel region) instead of Nmax' This effective
value is considerably smaller than the N""...-value, which is high; the term Ym.l..J(2~F) is dominant, and
thus the use of a smaller, effective doping concentration infiuences the temperanrre dependence and
leads to a less rapid decline of threshold voltage with temperature.
For correct modelling of the DC-behaviour of DMOS transistors, the use of an effeetive doping
concentration is essential. As the measured threshold voltage seems to decrease linearly with increasing
temperature, the incorrect modelling of the temperature dependence bas been solved pragmatically by
using the SPICE parameter TCV, defined as:

Vro(T) = Vro(To:J - TCV'(T-~) (3.31)

where Ta is the reference temperature, normally room temperature 300K.
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Fig. 3.18.: Measured and simulated threshold voltage as function of temperature. for PDMOS transistors
(Lr=5llIIl. LD=12pm) with W=2()pm and W=8Û}Jm.

In fig. 3.18, the simulated and measured threshold voltage for PDMOS transistors (Lc=5)Jm, L D=12)Jm)
with W=20)Jm and W=8Ü\1m as function of temperarure are shown. In this case, the simulated threshold
voltage does correspond weU to the measured threshold voltage. The maximum doping concentration
Nmax is not high, the term Ym.J..J(2<PF) in (3.30) is not dominant, and so a deviation of the effective
doping concentration from Nm=: will hardly influence the temperature dependence.
The same holds for the NDMOS transistor.

The temperature dependence of the series resistance RD is given by:

R
D

oe .-!..- oe Tl
Iln

where k between 1.5 and 2.2.

dRD = k dT
RD T

'This can be linearized to:

RD(n = RD(To:J -(1 + ;0 '(T - To))

where Ta is a reference temperature.
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In SPICE, the temperature dependency of the series resistance RD can be modelled by the parameter
TCl:

RD( 1) ;: RD(T~ '(1 + TC] '(T - To)) (3.33)

(3.34)TCl

The dependency of the on-resistance on temperature could be measured and implemented by using the
above-mentioned parameter TCl. which should be equal to:

k
To

3.5. CONCLU8IONS.

The DC-behaviour of a lateral DMOS transistor can be modelled by a sub-circuit consisting of an
enhancement MOS transistor, a depletion MOS transistor and a resistance in series.
The enhancement transistor models the non-uniformly doped channel region. This non-uniformity is
taken into account by the introduction of an effeetive channel length and an effective bulk
concentration. For this transistor. the SPICE VCE Level=2 MOS model is used, incorporating the body
effect and mobility reduction. For low gate voltages in the saturation region of the DMOS transistor,
the drain current is uniquely determined by the enhancement transistor. This operation region is called
the enhancement transistor control region.
The depletion transistor models the accumulation layer at the surface of the drain drift region. As no
depletion layer is formed bclow the accumulation layer. the simple SPICE VCE Level=l MOS model
can be used for the depletion transistor. For moderate to high gate voltages in the saturation region
of the DMOS transistor. the drain current is influenced by both the enhancement and the depletion
transistor. This operation region is called the depletion transistor control region. However for channel
region doping concentrations exceeding a specific value, the depletion transistor control region does
not occur and the saturation drain current is exclusively determined by the enhancement transistor.
The drain series resistance models the part of the drain drift region where no accumulation layer is
formed helow the gate, here the current spreads into the bulk of the drain drift region. For high gate
voltages in the linear region of the DMOS transistor, the series resistance dominates the current
behaviour.

The various parameters that determine the behaviour of the enhancement transistor, the depletion
transistor and the series resistance have to he extracted from measurements. These parameters have
to model the DMOS charaeteristics in the normal working conditions. As the bulk of the MOS
transistor corresponds to the channel region of the DMOS transistor, most of the enhancement
transistor parameters can be copied from the MOS parameters. Only the threshold voltage is extracted
from measurements, and the effective channellength and the effective bulk concentration have to he
fitted due to the non-uniformity of the channel region. The electrical behaviour of the depletion MOS
transistor is determined by its threshold voltage and its surface mobility, these two parameters are
optimized. The value of the series resistance is dependent on device structure and is therefore
optimized.

The parametersets obtained for the enhancement transistor and the depletion transistor are accurate,
strueture independent and valid over a broad range of channel widths. Simulated values differ less than
10% from measured values, and in most cases, less than 5%.
For small channel widths, the simulations become inaccurate. This can be improved by introducing
the narrow channel width parameters WD and DELTA, and by adding a fixed resistor parallel to the
channeL
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The DMOS transistor behaviour exhibits a negative conductance in the saturation region for high gate
voltages. this is caused by Joule hearing. This effect is not easily modelled and is neglected. because
this region is avoided in applications.

The temperature dependency of the threshold voltage is determined by the maximum doping
concentration in the channel region. In the model. an effective doping concentration is used. For a high
maximum doping concentration, this introduces an error in the temperature behaviour. This problem
bas been solved pragmatically by assuming that the threshold voltage varies linearly with temperature
and by implementing the linear dependency based on experimental results.
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4. AC-MODEL.

In many applications, DMOS transistors are used in amplifying circuits or in switching circuits. In
order to predict the characteristics of these circuits, the high-frequency behaviour has to be modelled.
For the modelling of switching, transient and AC-characteristics, some capacitances should be added
to the DC-model. The different charge storage mechanisms resulting in different parasitic capacitances
inherent to the DMOS structure will be described.

4.1. DERIVATION OF THE AC-MODEL.

Many artic1es can be found on the physical background of high-frequency behaviour of DMOS
transistors [1]-[4]. As a DMOS transistor bas the surface strueture of a MOS transistor and the bulk
strueture of a bipolar junction transistor, parasitic capacitances inherent to both the MOS structure and
the bipolar junction strueture will be present in the DMOS transistor. The basic physical high
frequency model is shown in fig. 4.1.

The transconductance gm and the conductance gd are the transconductance and the conductance of the
total device, which are complex functions of Vos and VDS' RD is the series resistance as introduced in
fig. 3.6, modelling the current spreading effect in the drain drift region.
The gate-to-source capacitance Cga is a MOS capacitance associated with the gate polyoxide overlap
on the n+ source diffusion. TItis capacitance is essentially invariant with current and voltage.
The drain-to-source capacitance Cda is a pn-junction capacitance associated with the depletion region
between the channel region and the drain drift region. It is similar to the base-collector capacitance
in a bipolar junction transistor.
The gate-to-drain capacitance Cgd consists oftwo capacitances, the capacitance fiom the gate polyoxide
through the thin gate oxide layer to the accumulation layer in the drain drift region Cgd,l and the MOS
capacitance from the gate polyoxide through the thick gate oxide layer to the drain drift region Cgd,2'

As long as the gate is positive with respect to the potential in the accumulation layer, the accumulation
layer exists and Cgd,l is invariant. However, as the potential at the edge of the accumulation layer
approaches the gate potential, the accumulation layer at this point ceases to exist and the capacitance
Cgd,l decreases abruptly. C gd,2 acts as a MOS capacitance, its value is invariant with gate voltage.
As is the case in a normal MOS transistor, the channel has a distributed capacity with respect to the
gate electrode. TIlis distribution of capacitance can be approximated by a capacitance Cgc and a
resistance Re in series between the gate and the source [5]. The gate-to-channel capacitance Cgc is a
MOS capacitance, which may be somewhat larger than its theoretical value due to electron velocity
saturation effects [6]. The distributed channel resistance Re is used to take into account the distribution
of the gate-to-channel capacitance along the channel. In Appendix III, the capacitances of anormal
MOS transistor have been derived; here the distributed gate-to-channel capacitance is approximated
by a voltage-dependent intrinsic gate-to-source capacitance and a voltage-dependent intrinsic gate-to
drain capacitance.

Some articles deal with the realisation of an accurate AC-model in SPICE [7]-[10]. Most of these
artic1es concentrate on the AC-modelling of vertical DMOS transistors, in which case difficulties arise
in the modelling of the voltage-dependent gate-to-drain capacitance Cgd• TIlis is due to the fact that
the accumulation layer is not properly modelled.
In Appendix lIl, it is shown that the accumulation layer in the drain drift region theoretically exhibits
the same type of intrinsic capacitances as an inversion layer in a MOS transistor when the influence
of the bulk concentration is ignored. For the model introduced in paragraph 3.1.2 and shown in fig.
3.6, keeping the above in mind and ignoring the resistance Rs,M, the small-signal model can be seen
in fig. 4.2 using Appendix III.
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Fig. 4.1.: (a) Equivalent high-frequency circuit of DMOS transistor.
(b) Cross-section of LDMOS device illustrating where circuit elements are located.

From equations (UI. I) and (1lI.3), the transconductances gmE and gmD' and the conductances gdE and
gdD are given by:

v:'
~EVX' • for V

x
< __G_

grnE
1 +óE (4.1)

PE v:' vh
-- G • for Vx ~ ---
I +öE 1 +öE
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Fig. 4.2.: Small-signal equivalent circuit of DMOS De-model as shown in fig. 3.6.
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(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

The gate-to-source capacitance of the enhancement transistor CgsE consists of the gate-to-source overlap
capacitance CgsoE' the intrinsic gate-to-source capacitance of the enhancement transistor C gsiE and the
intrinsic gate-to-bulk capacitance CgbiE (source and bulk are assumed to he short-cireuited). This gives.
using equations (III.l6), (III.20) and (III.2l):

C
gSE

= C
gsoE

+C
gsiE

+C
gbiE

(4.5)

2 3 -2TlE
CgsiE = -CoxWELE--=-

3 (2 - TJE)2

C b' = ÖE Co.vWELE(~)2
g 'E 3(1+ö~.... 2-TJE

CgsoE = WE·Lov·Cox

where TIE is defined as:
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x

~ __G_

V~ 1 +oE (4.9)
T)E =

V~
1 Vx >--

1 +oE

(4.13)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

and Lo• is the overlap distance of the gate polyoxide on the source contact diffusion.
The gate-to-drain capacitance of the enhancement transistor CgdE' the gate-to-source capacitance of the
depletion transistor C gao and the gate-to-drain capacitance of the depletion transistor C gdO are all
intrinsic capacitances and, using equations (III.16) and (ID. 18), are given by:

C - 2C WL (T)E- l )(T)E- 3)
gdE -"3 ox E E (2-T)E)2

2 3-2T)D
COSD = -CoxWDLD---

<> 3 (2 -T)D)2

C - 2C W L (T)D- 1)(T)D- 3)
gdD -"3 ox D D (2-'llD)2

where tlo is defined as:

{

,Vy- Vx ,
T)D = VG + .6.

1

VT - Vx

Making a comparison between the DMOS small-signal model in fig. 4.1 and the small-signal model
in fig. 4.2, it can be remarked that the total transconductance gm and the total conductance gd are
modelled by gmE' g,nD' gdE and 8dO· The gate-to-source capacitance C ga is modelled by the gate-to-source
overlap capacitance C gaoE' whereas the gate-to-drain capacitance Cgd,l is modelled by the intrinsic gate
to-drain capacitance of the depletion transistor C gdO• The distribution of the gate-to-channel capacitance
modelled by the capacitance Cgc and the resistance Re in series, is simulated by using the intrinsic gate
to-source capacitance of the enhancement transistor CgaiE> the intrinsic gate-to-bulk capacitance of the
enhancement transistor C gbiE, the intrinsic gate-to-drain capacitance of the enhancement transistor CgdE

and the intrinsic gate-to-source capacitance of the depletion transistor C gaO•

The drain-to-source capacitance Cda is not modelled in the small-signal circuit of fig. 4.2. As was
mentioned before, the drain-to-source capacitance is equivalent to the collector-base junction
capacitance in a bipolar junction transistor: the channel region corresponds to the base, the drain drift
region to the collector and the source contact region to the emitter. Assuming that the channel region
contact and source contact are short-circuited, the drain-to-source capacitance can be modelled as
shown in fig. 4.3.
Base and emitter of the bipolar junction transistor are short-circuited, so that it doesn't conduct any
current (for Vos> 0 V). Of course, the bipolar junction transistor could be replaced by areverse biased
diode.
The voltage across the depletion region between the channel region and the drift region can only be
determined by using 2-dimensional simulations, it is however approximated by the voltage difference
Vy - Vs. In reality, when the DMOS transistor is reverse biased (i.e. VDS < 0 V), it acts as a forward
biased diode, by connecting the collector to node Vy tbis behaviour is taken into account.
Assuming that the junction between the channel region and the drain drift region is an abrupt junction,
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the drain-to-source capacitance can be approximated by (for Vys > 0 V):

qESi NmnNd

2(Vo+Vys) Nmn+Nd

where A denotes the total area of the junetion (in m2
), and Va is given by:

V = kT~NmaxNd)
o q 2ni

Drain

(4.14)

(63)

Ga18

~--------.-----o Vy

SOUrce

Fig. 4.3.: The DMOS AC-model.

Part of the drain drift region is covered by a thick oxide layer and the gate polyoxide, see fig. 4.1,
although no accumulation layer is formed under this part of the gate polyoxide, it still acts as a MOS
capacitance Cgd ,2 and in this way it may contribute to the total gate-to-drain capacitance Cgd• This
capacitance can he modelled by adding a p-type MOS transistor with short-circuited bulk, source and
drain terminal between the gate and drain of the DMOS model. As the oxide thickness tox for this
transistor is rather high, the MOS capacitance will be small; nevertheless if the DMOS transistor is
used as an amplifier, the gate-to-drain capacitance Cgd introduces a feedback fiom the drain output to
the gate input (the so called Miller-effect), therefore the modelling of Cgd is very important.

4.2. IMPLEMENTATION IN SPICE OF TUE AC-MODEL.

The intrinsic and extrinsic capacitances due to the MOS-type surface structure are all modelled by the
SPICE small-signal MOS model, see Appendix IV. The transistors described in paragraph 2.3.1., differ
somewhat in strneture. To give some insight in the different parasitic junction and MOS capacitances
that should he added to the DC-model, the transistors will he briefly examined.

4.2.1. FLOATING N-TYPE DMOS TRANSISTOR.

The different parasitic junction capacitances and MOS capacitances in the FNDMOS(R) strueture are
shown in fig. 4.4.
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Fig. 4.4.: The parasitic junction and MOS capacitances in the FNDMOS structure.

Three types of junction capacitances can be distinguished:

* CJunclion,l:

* CJunclion, 2:
* CJunction, 3:

Junction capacitance between the p-Base channel region and the n-Tub drain drift
region. This capacitance corresponds to the collector-base capacitance of an npn
bipolar junction transistor.
Junction capacitance between the n-Tub drain drift region and the p-type substrate.
Junction capacitance between the n-type buried layer and the p-type substrate.

These last two junction capacitances ask for a separate substrate terminal in the DMOS model, because
in reality they model the drain-to-substrate depletion region. The voltage-dependency of C l "nClion,2 and
C l "nction.3 is not the same due to the difference in doping concentration in the n-Tub and in the n-type
buried layer. For accurate simulations, C l "nc/ion.2 and C l "nClion.3 should be modelled separately, this would
however increase the simulation time considerably. The doping concentration in the buried layer is
much higher than the doping concentration in the n-Tub, and thus, according to equations (IV.7) and
(IV.8), the voltage-dependency of C l "nclion, 3 will he dominant. Clunclion,2 and ClunClion,3 are calculated
separately and added up, the built-in potential Vl corresponding to the buried layer-substrate pn-
junction is used for both Clunc/ion,2 and Cll/nClion, 3'

In Appendix IV, it was shown that the SPICE model of the vertical npn bipolar junction transistor
foresees in a collector-substrate junetion capacitance (IV.6), modelled by the parameters C lS' VlS and
MlS ' which can be used to simulate the junction capacitances Clunclion,2 and Clunc/ion, 3'

For the calculation of the junction capacitances, the various junctions are assumed to he abrupt and
equations (IV.5) - (IV.8) are used. The area of the junctions, too, is calculated starting from the
assumption that the various junctions are abrupt, and taking into account the outdiffusion of the
different layers. In this way, the values of the junction capacitances are overestimated.

The MOS capacitance CMOS• 1 between the gate and the drain drift region is modelled by a p-type MOS
transistor with source, drain and bulk terminals short-circuited. As only the capacitive behaviour of
this MOS transistor is important, the SPICE UCB Level= I MOS model is used, where it is only
significant to specify the oxide thickness fox, the area of the gate polyoxide (in other words W and L
of the p-type transistor) and the threshold voltage Vro'
Simulations, however, demonstrated that the addition of this MOS transistor principally increased the
simulation time, but hardly influenced the simulation results. The p-type MOS transistor is
consequently omitted from the DMOS model.
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4.2.2. P-TYPE DMOS TRANSISTOR.

The different parasitic junction capacitances and MOS capacitances in the PDMOS structure are shown
in fig. 4.5.

drain
poly-guard

Fig. 4.5.: The parasitic junction and MOS capacitances in the PDMOS structure.

Four types of junction capacitances can be distinguished:

*

*

CJunclion. 1:

CJunction.2:

Junction capacitance between tbe n-Well/n-Thb and the p-type epitaxiallayer. The
doping concentration of the n-Well is higher than tbe doping concentration of the n
Thb, therefore the n-Well will dominate the voltage dependency of CJunclion,J'

Junction capacitance between the n-type buried layer and the p-type epitaxiallayer.

As the n-Well/n-Tub and the buried layer are approximately on source potential, both CJunclion, J and
Cjunction. 2 contribute to the drain-to-source capacitance Cd" The doping concentration in the n-type
buried layer is much higher than the doping concentration in the n-Wel1, the voltage-dependency of
the drain-to-source capacitance is mainly determined by CJunclion.2'

*

*

Junction capacitance between the n-WellJn-Tub and the p-type substrate. The doping
concentration of the p-type substrate is equal to tbat of the p-type epitaxiallayer, so
that CJunclion.3 is equal to CJunclion, J except for the fact that CJunclion,3 lies between source
and substrate iDStead of between source and drain.
Junction capacitance between the n-type buried layer and the p-type substrate.
CJunclion,4 is equal to CJunclion,2 except for the fact that CJunClion, 4 lies between source and
substrate instead of between source and drain.

These last two junction capacitances ask for a separate substrate potential in the DMOS model,
because in reality tbey model the source-to-substrate depletion region. As the doping concentration in
tbe n-type buried layer is much higher tban the doping concentration in the n-Well. the voltage
dependency of tbe source-to-substrate capadtance is chiefly determined by CJunclion.4'

The n-Well/n-Tub channel region corresponds to the base of a pnp bipolar junction transistor, hence
the source-to-substrate capacitance cannot be modelled by the collector-substrate junction capacitance
in tbe SPICE model of the pnp bipolar junction transistor. lt has to he modelled by a separate reverse
biased diode between the source and the substrate.

For the calculation of the different junction capacitances and their areas, it is again assumed that the
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junetions are abrupt. By this the junetion eapacitances are overestimated.

Simulations have shown that the influence of the MOS eapacitance CMOS, 1 on the aecuraey is
negligible, and thus it is not modelled.

4.2.3. NON·FLOATING N·TYPE DMOS TRANSISTOR.

The different parasitie junction capacitanees and MOS capacitances in the NDMOS strueture are shown
in fig. 4.6.

P-EPI
--I "

C]uncüon.2
P-substrate

Fig. 4.6.: The parasitic junction and MOS capacitances in the NDMOS structure.

Two types of junetion eapaeitanees ean be distinguished:

*
*

CJunc,;on. J:
C}unClÏon, 2:

Junetion eapacitance between the n-Tub and the p-type epitaxiallayer.
Junetion eapacitance between the n-type buried layer and the p-type epitaxial
layerlsubstrate.

As the n-Tub and the burïed layer are connected to the drain, both CJune/ion, 1 and CJune/ion,2 contribute
to the drain-to-souree eapaeitanee Cd•. The doping concentration in the n-type buried layer is mueh
higher than the doping concentration in the n-Tub, the voltage-dependeney of the drain-to-source
eapacitanee is mainly deterrnined by CJunction, 2'

For the ealeulation of the different junetion capaeitances and their areas, it is again assumed that the
junetions are abrupt. By this the junetion capacitances are overestimated.

Simulations have shown that the influence of the MOS eapacitance CMOS, 1 on the aecuraey is
negligible, and thus it is not modelled.
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4.3. VERIFICATION OF THE AC-MODEL.

In paragraphs 4.1 and 4.2, a DMOS AC-model was derived and a method was shown how to extend
the DMOS DC-model in order to correctly model the AC-behaviour. The validity of this AC-model
has to he verified.
As the different intrinsic and extrinsic capacitances are voltage-dependent, values for these
capacitances are not easily extracted from simp1e measurements. Although the various capacitance
values cannot he easily measured, it is always possib1e 10 do some specific measurements and to
simulate these measurements by using the calcu1ated. capacitance values. A comparison can then he
made between the simulations and the measurements, and conclusions Can be drawn.

RDrain RDrain

Raate

+
~D'

Roate

(a) (b)

Cd<
1/&1

V

Ll1lli
VG

C/Ç>

---'--------'------'------'--------'--6

(c) (d)

Fig. 4.7.: (a)-(b) The measurement set-ups for the DMOS AC-model verification.
(c)-(d) The corresponding small-signal equivalent circuits.

For the measurements, the measurement set-ups of fig. 4.7 (a) and (b) are used. These measurement
set-ups can be translated to the equivalent small-signal circuits of fig. 4.7 (c) and (d) respectively,
using the small-signal equivalent circuit of fig. 4.1.
The voltages VG , VD and VIN were measured using probes with an input capacitance of 8 pf and an
input resistance of 10 MO, and an oscilloscope with an input capacitance of 10 pf and an input
resistance of 1 MO. The function generator was conneeted to the circuit via a coaxial cable with a
parasitic capacitance of 63 pf. The total capacitance of the input protection circuitry and the bonding
pad of tl1e gate electrode was estimated on 5 pf. For the simulaüons, all the above-mentioned parasitic
impedances were taken into account.
In order to see the influence of the capacitances of the transistor, their values should be at least in the
same order of magnitude as the parasitic capacitances of the measurement circuit. As all capacitances
inherent to the DMOS structure increase with increasing channel width, the channel width of the
DMOS transistor was chosen as large as available. For the measurements only FNDMOS transistors
with channel width W = IOmm were used.
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The following measurements were performed:

MEASUREMENT 1:
Using the set-up of fig. 4.7 (a) with RGa" =1 kQ and RDTrJin =1 k.O, the input voltage was switched
between 0 V and 8.3 V (the threshold voltage is typically 7.1 V) at a frequency of lMHz. The
voltage source VD ' is constant and is equal to 20 V. In this way the drain voltage VD is higher than
VDSD' as defmed in (3.19), most of the time. The latter implies that in the simu1ations the depletion
transistor is in saturation, and thus CgdD and correspondingly Cgd are equal to zero.
The response of the gate voltage VG on the input switching waveform is now dependent on the
capacitances Cg. and Cgc' The response of the drain voltage VD on the input switehing waveform
is dependent on the gate voltage VG' on the drain-to-substrate capacitance and on the drain-ta
source capacitance Cd•.
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Fig. 4.8.: (a) Measured input voltage VIN (CbI) and gate voltage VG (00) for Measurement 1.
(b) Measured input voltage VIN (CbI) and drain voltage VD (Ch2) for Measurement 1.
(c) Simulated input voltage VIN (=Vinp) and gate voltage Va (=Vg) for Measurement 1.
(d) Simulated drain voltage VD (=Vd) for Measurement 1.

The measured gate voltage VG and the measured drain voltage VD as function of time are shown
in fig. 4.8 (a) and (b) respectively, whereas the simulated curves can be seen in fig. 4.8 (c) and
(d). Comparing the simulated curves with the measured ones, they correspond weil. The rise time
'R, the fall time 'F' the delay time on the up-flank tD,L..../{ and the delay time on the down-flank 'D.
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H-+L were measured for the simulated and measured gate voltage Vo; the rise time tR and the fall
time tF for the drain voltage VD were measured too. All results can he seen in tab. 4.1.

Tab. 4.1.: The simulated and measured rise time tR' fall time tF• delay time on the up-flank tD. L-+H

and delay time on the down-flank tD. H-+L for the gate voltage VG and the drain voltage VD

in Measurement 1.

Measured Simulated Measured Simulated
VG VG VD VD

tR (ns) 80 104 85 141

t F (ns) 115 117 230 307

tD. L-+H (ns) 21 29 - -

tD,H-+L (ns) 42 52 - -

The rise, fall and delay times of the gate voltage V0 are simulated rather weil, this implies that the
gate-to-source capacitance and the distributed gate-to-channel capacitance are modeiled accurately.
The rise and fall time of the drain voltage, on the other hand, are substantially overestimated in
the simulations, this must be due to the overestimation of the drain-to-source capacitance Cda and
the overestimation of the drain-to-substrate capacitance.

MEASUREMENT 2:
Using the set-up of fig, 4.7 (a) with R Oale =1 kn and RDrain =1 kn. the input voltage was again
switched between 0 V and 8.3 V at a frequency of lMHz. The voltage source VD ' is constant and
is equal to 1 V. In this way, the drain voltage VD is lower than VDSD as defined in (3.19), while
the DMOS transistor is still in saturation. In other words. in the simulations the depletion transistor
is in the linear region, and thus C gdD and correspondingly C gd are not equal to zero, they inf1uence
the AC-behaviour.
The response of the gate voltage V0 on the input switching waveform is now mainly dependent
on the capacitances C ga, C gc and C gd• The response of the drain voltage VD on the input switching
waveform is dependent on the gate voltage Vo. on the drain-to-substrate capacitance. on the drain
to-source capacitance Cda and on the gate-to-drain capacitance C gd•

The measured gate voltage VG and the measured drain voltage VD as function of time are shown
in fig. 4.9 (a) and (b) respectively, whereas the simulated curves can be seen in fig. 4.9 (c) and
Cd). Comparing the simulated curves with the measured ones, they correspond weIl. The rise time
tR, the fall time t F• the delay time on the up-flank tD. L-+H and the delay time on the down-flank tD.

H-+L were measured for the simulated and measured gate voltage V0; the rise time tR and the fall
time tF for the drain voltage VD were measured too. All results can be seen in tab. 4.2.

Tab. 4.2.: The simulated and measured rise time tR' fall time tF• delay time on the up-flank tD. L.....H

and delay time on the down-flank tD. H.....L for the gate voltage VG and the drain voltage VD

in Measurement 2.

Measured Simulated Measured Simulated
VG VG VD VD

tR (ns) 135 141 146 278
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Measured Simulated Measured Simulated
Va Va VD VD

tF (ns) 120 126 21 37

tD L-+H (ns) 26 40 - -
tD , H-+L (ns) 33 40 - -
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Fig. 4.9.: (a) Measured input voltage VIN (CbI) and gate voltage Va (Ch2) for Measurement 2.
(b) Measured input voltage VIN (CbI) and drain voltage Vo (00) for Measurement 2.
(c) Simulated input voltage VrN (=Vinp) and gate voltage Va (=Vg) for Measurement 2.
(d) Simulated drain voltage Vo (=Vd) for Measurement 2.

Again the rise, fall and delay times of the gate voltage Va are simulated well. this implies that the
gate-to-source capacitance cgs• the distributed gate-to-channel capacitance Cgc and the gate-to-drain
capacitance Cgd are modelled accurate1y. The rise and fall time of the drain voltage. on the other
hand, are overestimated in the simulations. TItis must be due to the overestimation of the drain-to
source capacitance and the overestimation of the drain-to-substrate capacitance.
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MEASUREMENT 3:
Using the set-up of fig. 4.7 (a) with RaaI, = I kQ and RDrain = I ka. the input voltage was again
switched between 0 V and 8.3 V at a frequency of lMHz. The voltage source VD ' is constant and
is equal to 0.1 V. In other words. the transistor operates in its linear region, In the simulations.
both the depletion transistor and the enhancement transistor are in the linear region.
The response of the gate voltage Va on the input switehing waveform is now dependent on the
capacitances Cg•• Cg. and Cgd. The response of the drain voltage VD on the input switching
waveform is dependent on the gate voltage Va. the conductance gd' on the drain-to-substrate
capacitance and on the capacitances Cd' and Cgd.
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Fig. 4.10.: (a) Measured input voltage VIN (Chl) and gate voltage VG (00) for Measmement 3.
(b) Measured input voltage VJN (ChI) and drain voltage VD (00) for Measurement 3.
(e) Simulated. input voltage ~N (=Vinp) and gate voltage VG (=Vg) for Measurement 3.
(d) Simulated drain voltage VD (=Vd) for Measurement 3.

The measured gate voltage Va and the measured drain voltage VD as function of time are shown
in fig. 4.10 (a) and (b) respectively. whereas the simulated curves can be seen in fig. 4.10 (c) and
(d). Comparing the simulated curves with the measured ones. they correspond weil. although the
overshoot in the VD-waveform is underestimated by the simulations. The latter behaviour is
probably due to the overestimation of the drain-to-source and the drain-to-substrate capacitances.
The rise time tR• the fall time t F• the delay time on the up-flank tD. L~H and the delay time on the
down-flank tD. H.....L were measured for the simulated and measured gate voltage Va; due to
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inaccuracies. it was not possib1e to measure the rise time tR and the fall time tF for the drain
voltage VD• All results can he seen in tab. 4.3.

Tab. 4.3.: The simulated and measured rise time tR• fall time tF• de1ay time on the up-flank tD• L....H

and de1ay time on the down-flank tD. H....L for the gate voltage VG in Measurement 3.

Measured Simulated
VG VG

tR (ns) 125 127

tF (ns) 118 132

tD•L ....H (ns) 30 43

tD. H-+L (ns) 33 38

The rise. fall and de1ay times of the gare voltage VG are simulated rather weil. again this implies
that the gate-to-source capacitance Cg•• the distributed gate-to-charme1 capacitance Cgo and the gate
to-drain capacitance Cgd are modeiled accurate1y.

MEA8UREMENT 4:
Using the set-up of fig. 4.7 (b) with R Galt = 20 kQ and RDrain = 1 kQ. the input voltage was
switched between 0 V and 5 V at a frequency of 1MHz. The voltage source VG' is constant and
is equal to 0 V.
The DMOS transistor is in its cut-off region. and so the response of the drain voltage VD on the
input switching waveform is chiefly dependent on the drain-to-source junction capacitance Cd. and
the drain-to-substrate junetion capacitance. The gate voltage VG does not vary significantly for this
measurement and is not treated any further.
The measured drain voltage VD as function of time is shown in fig. 4.11 (a) respective1y. whereas
the simu1ated curves ean be seen in fig. 4.11 fh).
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Fig. 4.11.: (a) Measured input voltage VIN (Ch 1) and drain voltage VD (Ch2) for Measurement 4.
(b) Simulated input voltage VIN (=Vinp) and drain voltage VD (=Vd) for Measurement 4.
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The rise time tR, the fall time t F, the delay time on the up-flank tD. L->H and the delay time on the
down-flank tD.H->L were measured for the simulated and measured drain voltage VD • All results can
he seen in tab. 4.4.

Tab. 4.4.: The simulated and measured rise time tR, fall time t F• delay time on the up-flank tD. L->H

and delay time on the down-flank tD. H....L for the drain voltage VD in Measurement 5.

Measured Simulated
VG VG

tR (ns) 120 274

t F (ns) 130 283

tD. L->H (ns) 42 120

tD.H->L (ns) 35 77

The rise, fall and delay times are all overestimated in the simulations, as mentioned before this is
probably due to the overestimation of the drain-to-source and the drain-to-substrate capacitance.

4.4. CONCLUSIONS.

The intrinsic strueture of a MOS transistor shows a distributed gate-to-channel capacitance. the
extrinsic strueture of the MOS transistor exhibits overlap capacitances from the gate to the drain and
source contaets. By ascribing the intrinsic MOS capacitances to both the enhancement transistor and
the depletion transistor of the De-model and by ascribing an extrinsic gate overlap capacitance to the
source of the enhancement transistor, the capacitances due to the MOS-type surface structure are
modelled accurately.

The BIT-type bulk structure introduces a depletion layer between the channel region and the drain drift
region, consequentJ.y a pn-junction capacitance exists between the drain and the source. This junetion
capacitance is not modelled in the De-model. As the junetion capacitance corresponds to the collector
base junetion capacitance of a bipolar junction transistor. it can be modelled by adding a bipolar
junction transistor to the model. The collector of this bipolar transistor corresponds to the drain drift
region, whereas the base and emitter correspond to the channel region, which is at source potential.
For the calculation of the junction capacitance. the junetion is assumed to he abrupt. Of course. in
reality, this is not the case, and therefore the drain-to-source junction capacitance is overestimated.
Better capacitance values could he attained by decreasing the area of the drain-to-substrate capacitance
and the drain-to-source capacitance in the model, and by introducing a junction exponent factor Mb
smaller than Y2, which corresponds to a more graded junction.
The floating DMOS transistors are isolated from the p-type substrate, which introduces a pn-junetion
capacitance to substrate. This capacitance can be taken into account whether by the addition of a
reverse biased diode, or by the use of the collector-to-substrate junction capacitance in the bipolar
junction transistor model. The assumption of an abrupt junction causes this capacitance to be
overestimated too.
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5. NOISE MODEL.

This chapter is based on the artic1e "Noise in DMOS transistors in a BICMOS-technology." that has
been submitted to the international joumal "IEEE Transactions on E1~onicDevices.".

NOISE IN DMOS TRANSISTORS IN A BICMOS·TECHNOLOGY.

R. van Langevelde* and S. Blieck
Alcatel Mietee

Brussels, Belgium.

L.K.J. Vandamme
Department of E1ectrical Engineering, Eindhoven University of Technology,

P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven. the Netherlands.

Abstract

An experimental and theoretical study of the 1IJ noise and the thermal noise in double-diffused MOS
(DMOS) transistors in a BICMOS-technology has been carried out. By using an analytica! model that
consists of an enhancement MOS transistor in series with a depletion MOS transistor and a resistance,
and by attributing noise sources to each device, the noise in DMOS devices is simulated accurately.
Three distinet regions of operations are defined: enhancement transistor control, depletion transistor
control and the linear region. In the first region, the noise is strictly determined by the enhancement
transistor. It was found that the 1IJ noise in this region is caused by mobility fluetuations and is very
low. In the depletion transistor control region both transistors influence the total noise. Here the 1IJ
noise is dominated by the depletion transistor. The series resistance is only of importance in the linear
region.

1 Introduction

At present, many applications require the integration of high-voltage devices in Integrated Circuits.
This demands the use of a technology that combines bipolar (BJT), CMOS and DMOS transistors on
a single chip. DMOS transistors have a high breakdown voltage, which allows them to be used in
specific applications. Formerly, DMOS devices were principally used in high-power switches, but with
the integration of these transistors in BICMOS-technology, other applications, such as high-voltage
digital cells, high-voltage current sources and operational amplifiers, have come within reach.
The use of DMOS transistors in high-power switches did not really require low-noise performance,
but with the introduction ofthe above-mentioned applications the noise behaviour ofDMOS transistors
has become important. In order reduce the output noise of an operational amplifier, for example, it is
essential to have a better understanding of the noise mechanisms in DMOS transistors.
Considering the above, it does not seem strange that few articles have been written on noise in DMOS
transistors up to now [1] [2] [3]. On top of this, no model was available to explain the results. In this
paper a noise model for DMOS transistors is introduced, which descrlbes both the lIJ noise and the
thermal noise.

On sabbatical leave from Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of E1ectrical
Engineering.
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Fig. 1.: Cross-sections of the u-type and the p-type DMOS transistors.

11. DMOS device structures and DC-model

The DMOS transistors in the BICMOS technology under examination are described in detail in
references [4] and [5]. Both the n-type and p-type DMOS struetures are depicted in fig. 1. The DMOS
devices are lateral, non-self-aligned, junetion-isolated structures. A breakdown voltage of 85V is
obtained for the n-type DMOS transistor, whereas the p-type DMOS transistor can sustain a breakdown
voltage of -lOOV.
Many articles have been written on the subject of DMOS modelling. In [6] and [7] a macro-model was
introduced, where DMOS devices were modelled by a subcircuit consisting of a short-channel
enhancement-mode MOS transistor in series with a long-channel depletion-mode MOS transistor. The
DMOS model used here is an extended version of this macro-model (see fig. 2 (a) for the n-type
DMOS transistor).

Drain
Vo

Drain
Vo

Va

Gate

t----oVy

+-----L--o VX

Series resistance
Ro

Depletion MOS transistor
Vro LO 130

Gate

Enhancement MOS transistor
VTE LE l3E

t------'---<>Vy

Vs
Source

Vs
Source

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. (a) Macromodel for the n-type DMOS transistor. Tbe depletion and enhancement MOS transistors
have the same width, but different length. threshold voltage and gain parameter denoted by LD,
LE; VTD • VTE: and t3D' f3E respectively.

(b) DMOS equivalent circuit with added noise sources.
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(1)

In fig. 2 (a), the enhancement MOS transistor models the inversion layer that is formed under the gate
in the diffused part of the p-type Base, if a positive gate voltage is applied. The depletion MOS
transistor models the accumulation layer in the NTIJB, and the series resistance RD models the drift
region in the n-Tub.

The saturation drain current in a DMOS device is independent ofthe drain-source voltage VDS' because
no channellength modulation occurs. This indicates that the conductance gD=d1ddVD5s:sO. If the DMOS
transistor is operated at moderate or high power levels, gD becomes negative due to electrothermal
effects [8]. This negative dynamic resistance is ignored in the following derivation.

When both devices are operating below saturation, following the same reasoning as in [7], the drain
current can be expressed as follows:

ID = PE(VG - VT~ Vx-~(l +öE}Vi)

PD(VG - VTD)(Vy- Vx>-~(Vl-Vi»

The gain parameter 13 and the body factor 6E of the enhancement transistor are defined by:

W(3 = J,LCox-
L

(2)

(3)

where the surface mobility Jj and the channellength L for the enhancement, and the depletion MOS
transistor are different.

ö - YE
E - 2J24>F

E

where YE denotes the body effect coefficient of the enhancement transistor in V'h., given by:

V2qESiNEYE = --'----:=--=------'-'-

Cox

(4)

(5)

and cPFE denotes the Fermi level of the enhancement transistor relatively expressed in units of kT/q,
given by:

~=kT~~) W
E q ~ ni

Here, nj represents the intrinsic electron concentration of silicon (in electrons/cm-3
), and NE stands for

the doping concentration in the p-Base (in atoms/cm-3
).

In contrast to reference [7], we take the body effect into account in the equations. The channel in the
p-Base is not doped uniformly due to lateral diffusion. This means that the doping concentration varies
along the channel. In order to model this channel with one enhancement transistor only, an effective
channel length LE and an effective doping concentration NE have to be introduced [7]. The effective
channellength differs from the physical channellength, and the effective doping concentration NE is
smaller than the maximum doping concentration in the channel.
Furthermore it shOuld be noted that the depletion transistor is in an accumulation layer. What this
means is that no depletion layer is formed under the gate in the n-Tub and thus no body effect has to
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(1)

(10)

(12)

be taken into account.

The DMOS device pinches off whenever the channel of either transistors pinches off. The external
drain-to-source voltage for which the enhancement transistor pinches off is V DSE' and the extemal
drain-to-source voltage for which the depletion transistor pinches off is V DSD ' The two drain saturation
voltages can be solved fiom (1) and (2). The physical solutions read as follows:

AfT2+(öi-P/ÓE-P')UG/2 + 2öEaVTV~ +IDR
DVDSE = VG- VTD - a Y T Y,

(1 + ÖEi (l + Ó~

VG - VTD - fA + IDRD

VDSD = VG - VTD + IDRD (8)

where the effective gate voltage Va' is equal to V a - V TE• the threshold difference .ó.vT is equal to V TE- V TD

and the relative gain parameter 13' is defined as 13J13D'
From (8) and (9), we find:

VDSE = VDSD - fA (9)

This implies that V DSE ~ V DSD' unless the term A is negative and, therefore, V DSE is non-existent.
Both transistors are on the brink of saturation if V DSE = VDSD' i.e. if the term A=O. Physically this
occurs with:

uI _ uI _ (1 +öE)a VT
YG - YGT - JpI (1 + ÖE) - ÖE

Assuming that 13' > 5//(1 + 'OE)' which is normally the case values of effective doping concentration
NE that are not too high, the effective transition gate voltage VaT' has a positive value. Now analogous
to [7]. three different regions of operation can be defined for the DMOS-transistor:

Region 1: Enhancement Transistor Control.
For V DS ~ V DSE and 0 ~ V G ' ~ VGT ', the term A is positive and hence V DSE ~ VDSD~ the enhancement
transistor is in saturation. Although the depletion transistor may operate in its saturation region or its
Hnear region, the drain current is only determined by the enhancement transistor in this region:

I
D

= PE v:12 (11)
2(1+öE) G

The transconductance gm is:

aID I
gm = av

GS
v

DS

The DMOS device acts as a single MOS transistor.

Region 2: Depletion Transistor Control.
For V DS ~ V DSD and V G ' > V GT ', the term A is negative and VDSE does not exist~ the enhancement
transistor is in the linear region and the depletion transistor is in saturation. In düs region, the drain
current is determined by both the enhancement and the depletion transistor.
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Region 3: Linear Region.
For Vos < VOSE and O:s;; Va':S;; VaT' or Vos < Voso and Va' > VaT' , both the enhancement
transistor and the depletion transistor are in the linear region. In this case the influence of the series
resistance on the drain current equation becomes very important.
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Fig. 3.: (a) The simulated drain current lID I as a function of effective gate voltage lVG' I. for a typical
p-type DMOS transistor for VoS=-lO V. Mobility reduction is not accounted for.

(b) The simulated transconductance g", as a function of effective gate voltage lVG' I. for a typical
p-type DMOS transistor for VDs=-lO V. MobiIity reduction is not accounted for.

In fig. 3, the drain current [0 (a) and the transconductance gm (b) of a typical p-type DMOS transistor
are depicted as a function of the effective gate voltage IVa' I for Vos =-10 V, ignoring possible
mobility reduction. At low effective gate voltages the DMOS transistor operates in region I, and the
transconductance increases linearly with IVa' I in agreement with (12). For Va' = Var' the
transconductance reaches a maximum. With effective gate voltages IVa' I just above IVGT' I as the
DMOS transistor passes into region 2, the transconductance decreases momentarily. After that. it starts
to increase linearly with effective gate voltage. At very high effective gate voltages the DMOS
transistor is no langer in saturation, and it operates in region 3.
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III. DMOS noise model

In order to calculate the noise model, a noise source is attributed to each device of the equivalent
circuit in fig. 2 (a), in the same way as was done for MOS tetrodes in reference [9]. The resulting
circuit is shown in fig. 2 (b).
The two MOS transistors (i.e. the inversion or accumulation layer they stand for) exhibit both thermal
noise and flicker noise. The thermal noise in MOS transistors has been extensively studied and is weil
understood [9] [10]. For a single MOS transistor the thermal noise part of the drain current spectral
density SI was calculated in [11]. Here, we calculate the thermal noise introducing the body effect:
(~11~1)

,where: Tl
1-" +1.,,2

S] = 4kTM VGS - VT ) --1-
3


1--11
2

In the saturation region, where 11=1, this gives:

8 WS] = "3 kTp.CoxT (VGS - VT)

(l + ö) VDS

(VGS - VT)
(13)

(14)

(15)

Although many papers have been written on the origin of 1/[ noise in MOS transistors, a generally
accepted model explaining the 1/[ noise in all n and p-channel MOS transistors is stilliacking. Most
models concerning the 1/[noise can be roughly divided into two schools of thought: the!i.n model and
the tip model as origins of conduetance fluctuations. According to [12] and [13], the flicker noise in
n-channel MOS transistors often seems due to carrier-density fluctuations, while the flicker noise in
p-channel MOS-transistor is easier to interpret in terms of mobility fluetuations.
Without making a distinetion between the !i.n model and tip model, the flicker noise in MOS
transistors can he written as [14], again introducing the body effect:

q p.lVDS (l q P.
2
Cox W( 1 ) 2 (lS] = - = VGS - VT--(l +0) VDS VDS -

L2 f L3 2 f
In saturation the current becomes:

l - C W(VGS - VT)2
SAT - p. oXT 2(1 +0)

and the noise becomes:

S
_ 2ql~AT (l

] -
Cox(VGS - VT) WL f

(16)

(17)

The 1IJ noise parameter a is used as a figure of merit and its value is geometry independent in both
modeis. Vunder certain circumstances [13], the!i.ll model predicts a gate-voltage-independent a value.
a values have been measured in the range of 10-3 to 10-7

• The!i.n model, on the other hand, predicts
an a value that is proportional to the oxide thickness tox and inversely proportional to the gate voltage
[ll]: a oe: tox!(Vas-Vr).

In order to calculate the total drain-current spectral density of the DMOS transistor, all terminals of
the DMOS device are assumed to he short-circuited to ground. In this case the equivalent circuit of
the DMOS transistor in fig. 2 (b) leads to the small-signal circuit in fig. 4, where the ac-signal VGS =
O.
In fig. 4 the foilowing symbols are used:
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Fig. 4.: Small-signal circuit for noise calculations.

(18)

, for VD < V~ + À VT+IDRD

, for VD ~ V~ + À VT+IDRD

, for VD < V~ + À VT+IDRD

, for VD ~ V~+À VT+IDRD

(19)

(20)

Elaborating the Kirchhoff equations related to fig. 4, the following formula for iT is obtained:

(gm +gd )'iE + gd 'iD + gd gd RD'iRi
T

:= D D EDE

g~+g~+gmD+g~g~RD

(gmD +gdD)2,SI/f> + gdE
2,SID(/) + (gdDgdERD)2,SIR(/)

SlT(/) := -~-"--------='-------==------=-------='--"---------==--

(gdD+gdE+gmD +gdDgdE
R D)2

We find the following for the transconductance gm of the DMOS transistor:

gmDgdE +gmEgmD +gdDgmE

gm := g +g +g +g g R
dD dE mD dE dD D

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

Combining (22) and (23), the equivalent input voltage noise is given by:

S (j) (g +g i·S (A+g 2·S fA+(g g R-)2.S (ASV (/) = -.!I..-- = mD dD lEV J dE lDV J dD dE lY lRV J

EQ gm
2

(gmDgdE +gmEgmD +gdDgmEt

Now for the different operating regions as mentioned in section 11, the equivalent input voltage noise
can he sirnplified to:
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Region I: Enhancement Transistor Control.
The enhancement transistor is in saturation, which indicates that gd?O. Using equation (24) we find:

Sy (j) = SIE(j) = SkT(1 +öW
2

+ qVh . (XE (25)
EQ g 2 3a v:1 2COX WELE f

mE "'E G

As was to be expected, the total noise in this region is striet1y determined by the enhancement
transistor.

Region 2: Depletion Transistor Control.
The depletion transistor is in saturation and the enhancement transistor is in the linear region This
implies that gdD=O and gdE*O, so again using (24), we find:

If thennal noise only is considered, equation (26) becomes ( l1E = (l+öE)Vx/VG' ) :

S (j) = 4kTV~ [1-llE+ill~] +(Vh -(1 +ÖWVX]2 skT

V
EQ Il~Vh-öEVx)2 l-~l1E Vb-öEVX 3PD(V~+äVT-VX)

Considering the flicker noise, equation (26) gives:

Sy (j) = q(Vb-~(l +O~Vx)( Vx )2. (XE + q(vb+ä Vr- Vx)( Vb-(1 +OE)VX]2. (t,D
EQ COXWeLE v:G1 -ö V f 2CoxWnLD v:G1 -0 V f

E X E X

In this region both the enhancement and the depletion transistor determine the 1ota! noise.

Region 3: Linear Region.
If Vos « VG', equation (24) can he approximated by:

S _ 1l~(Vh+I!. Vl,SIE(j) +llivb2
,SID(j) +p~pi>R~Vb2(Vh+ä Vl,SIR(j)

~(j)- 2~1 I ~
PEPD\.VGVy+Vxä Vn

Por large Ro the noise contributed by the series resistance becomes dominant.
The noise in this region was not subject to any further experimental study.

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

As regards p-type DMOS devices, all voltages and currents in formulae (I) to (29) have 10 he
multiplied by -I.

IV. Experimental results

Noise measurements were only perfonned on p-type DMOS transistors, because these devices are often
used in operational amplifiers, which makes noise an important feature.
The channellengths of the DMOS transistors under examination are fixed (Lr4pm, Lo=12pm), and
different channel widths W(=W?Wo) were used (W=7pm, 50pm and lOO}Jm).

All of the noise experiments were done in saturation (i.e. region I and region 2).
Pirst of all, the DC-characteristics were studied and parameters were extracted. so that the DC-
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(30)
110

characteristics could be properly simulated for a large range of channe1 widths and for 10w gate
voltages. Thus. the oceurrence of a negative dynamic resistance is avoided.
For simulations to be accurate. the mobility reduction due to the transverse gate field has to be taken
into account too. Here only the reduction of the surface mobility PE of the enhancement transistor is
taken into account. It is expressed by the empirica! SPICE re1ation:

UC~Si, vb ~ -,,=,~'-
Cox

[

UCRIT€SijUEV I UC~SI
J.10 I ' VG > --:C::---

COXVG ox
where UCRlT stands for the critica! field for mobility degradation (in Vlm). above which mobility
reduction sets in. UEXP stands for the critical field exponent. which determines the dependency of the
mobility on the gate voltage, and Po is the surface mobility in the inversion layer at 10w gate voltages.
Both the parameters UCRlT and UEXP were fitted for the DC-charaeteristics.

The transconductance of the device under test was measured to determine the equivalent input voltage
noise. Next, the drain-current spectral density SlT was measured in the frequency range 10Hz to
100kHz. and converted to the equivalent input noise voltage SVeq using equation (24).

* lijNoise.
In fig. 5. the measured SVeq and transconductance gm are p10tted as a function of IVG ' I for a DMOS
transistor with W=lOOpm. No acute change in transconductance gm can be observed at IVG ' I= IVGT ' I
in contrast with fig. 3 This difference is due to the mobility reduction which flattens the gm curve. For
lVG' I < IVGT' I' i.e. region 1. the equivalent input voltage noise SVeq increases proportionally to IVG' I.

For IVG' I > IVGT' I, SVeq starts to increase more rapidly as the noise contribution of the dep1etion
transistor comes into p1ay and becomes dominant.
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Fig. 5.: The equivalent input voltage noise SVeq at!=lOOHz (.) and transconductance gm (0) as a function
of effective gate voltage IVG ' I. for a p-type DMOS device with W=lOOpm.

Equation (25) is adjusted for rnobility reduction in the enhancernent transistor for high bias voltages.
using equation (30). The adjusted equation is used to deterrnine parameter ~ from the experirnental
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results for IVa' I < IVGr' I. a E as a function of IVa' I is shown in fig. 6. As can be seen here. a E is
gate-vo1tage-independent. This implies that the liJ noise in the enhancement transistor is caused by
mobility fluctuations. It has been shown before that the flicker noise in p-channe1 transistors is often
due to mobility fluctuations [12] [13], presumab1y because these transistors often have a channel at
a large distance from the oxide interface.

1.00E-OS §~~~~~~;~~~!n~~~'~~!I~~~;!1
1.00E-05

tS

1.00E·oa

0.1 10

IVa'\ (V)

Fig. 6.: The noise parameters aE (-) and aD (0) as a function of gate voltage lVG' I. for a p-type DMOS
device with W=lÜÛ).Im. calculated from the results of fig. 6.

Assuming that aE remains constant for IVa' I > IVaT' land adjusting (28) for mobility reduction,
using (30), the parameter aD was calculated and is depicted as a function of IVa' I in fig. 6. Note that
aD is gate-vo1tage-dependent, which may indicate that the noise in the depletion transistor is caused
by number fluctuations. The DJl model predicts that, for tbis case, aD should be inverse1y proportional
10 IVa-VTD-Vx I. Therefore. aD is p10tted as a function of IVa-VTD-Vx I for DMOS transistors with
different channe1 widths W in fig. 7. The figure shows that the flicker noise induced by the
accumulation 1ayer in the p-epitaxial1ayer, modelled by the dep1etion transistor, is due to number
fluctuations. The accumulation layer is formed close to the Si-Si02 interface, which may exp1ain why
the fluctuations caused by the tunnelling of free-charge carriers into oxide traps are dominant here.
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Fig. 7.: Noise parameter aD as a function of IVa - VrD - VX I. for several p-type DMOS transistors with
different W.
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For W=5Ûj.Im and W= lOÛj.Im, parameter aD is in the same order of magnitude, whereas for W=711m
aD is somewhat higher. The latter may be due to narrow channel effects. Narrow channel devices
suffer more from parasitic channels at the edges, resulting in increased 1/[ noise.
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Fig. 8.: Noise parameter UI:: as a function of eff'ecÛve gate voltage IVa' I. for several p-type DMOS
transistors with different W.

The parameter af; was also determined for several transistors with different channel widths (the results
are shown in fig. 8). Again with W=5Ûj.Im and W= lOÛj.Im, parameter af; is roughly the same, whereas
with W=711m. af; is somewhat higher due to parasitic narrow channel effects.
The non-uniforrnly doped channel in the n-well results in the use of an effective channellength LE for
the enhancement transistor. This effective channellength differs from the physical channellength. The
effective channel length was used to deterrnine af;' If the physical channel length had been used
instead, af; would have been about 30% higher. Despite this fact, the parameter af; is about 1x 10,7 for
this BICMOS-technology.
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Fig. 9.: The theoretical (0) and measured (.) equivalent input voltage noise Sv,q at!=l00Hz as a function
of effective gate voltage IVG ' I, for a p-type DMOS device with W=l00pm.

As in the case of the Ó,JI model, a is geometry and voltage-independent. It can easily be used as a
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figure of merit to compare the noise behaviour of (p-type) transistors from different technologies, as
was done in [13]. The results of [13], in which a comparison is made between twelve different CMOS
manufacturers from the United States, Japan and Europe, shows a values between 1x10-6 and 8x 10-6.
This means that the noise parameter a, for the technology under exarnination, bas one of the lowest
values ever measured.

The flicker noise was simulated for a transistor with W=lOOpm using a constant parameter aE; and a
gate-voltage-dependent parameter aD' The simulated and the measured liJ noise are shown in fig. 9,
where we see that the simulated values correspond rather weil to the measured values

* ThermallWise.
The thermal noise of the DMOS transistors was measured at t=l00kHz, where the flicker noise is
negligible. After adjustments had been made in equations (16) and (18), and the mobility reduction
for the enhancement transistor was taken into account. Using equation (30), the theoretical thennal
noise was calculated. In fig. 10, both the theoretica! and the measured thennal noise as a function of
IVa' I are shown for p-type DMOS transistors with W=l()()p, W=5Op and W=711m respectively.

The theoretica! and the measured curves correspond rather weil in genera!. In contrast to the flicker
noise, no sharp transition occurs at VG'=VaT', which implies that the depletion transistor is not
dominant for the thenna! noise.
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Fig. 10.: The theoretical (0) and measured (.) equivalent input voltage noise SV<q at t=lOOkHz as a
function of effective gate voltage IVa' I. for a p-type DMOS device with W=l()()pm. W=50!Jm
and W=7lllll.

V. Conc1usions.

A novel model for the noise in lateral DMOS transistors in BICMOS-technology has been
demonstrated. The model is based on a series circuit of an enhancement MOS transistor, a depletion
MOS transistor and a series resistance. where a noise source is attributed to each separate device. In
the saturation region, the DMOS device noise is exc1usively caused by the noise in the two transistors.
The proposed noise model was experimentally verified for p-type DMOS transistors in saturation; the
theoretical results correspond weU to the measured results.

Por gate voltages below a certain value VaT and under conditions of saturation. the drain current and
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its noise are strictly deterrnined by the enhancement transistor (i.e. the diffused portion of the DMOST
channe1). In this region the liJ noise and the therrnal noise behave the same way as they would in a
single (enhancement) MOS transistor. The l/fnoise in the enhancement transistor is caused by mobility
fluctuations, and the noise parameter o.E is about 1xlO-7

, which is one of the 10west values ever
measured for 0..

For gate voltages above VaT and under conditions of saturation, both transistors influence the noise
hehaviour ofthe DMOS device. At the onset ofthis region, the l/fnoise increases sharp1y. The flicker
noise in the dep1etion transistor (i.e. the uniform portion of the DMOST channe1) cao he ascribed to
carrier number fluetuations. As a result, it is much higher than the flicker noise contributed by the
enhancement transistor. Ttherefore, the tota! 1/f noise in this region is principally controlled by the
noise in the dep1etion transistor. In fact, the abrupt transition in the l/fnoise at Va = VaT is basically
caused by a sharp difference in spatial noise sources that become dominant at the device terminals.
As the thermal noise in the enhancement transistor and the therrnal noise in the dep1etion transistor
are due to the same physical mechanism and are in the same order of magnitude, no sharp transition
can he seen around Va = VaT for the thermal noise of the DMOS device.
In the linear region, the total noise is not deterrnined by the two transistors only, but also by the series
resistance. The 1atter p1ays an important ro1e in the noise behaviour of DMOS devices in this region,
depending on its value and its noise contribution. The noise in the linear region still requires more
extensive study.
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6. CONCLUSIONS.

The dependence of the drain eurrent on the terminal voltages for slowly varying voltages, in other
words the DC-behaviour, can be modelled by a sub-circuit consisting of an enhancement-type MOS
transistor, a depletion-type MOS transistor and a resistance in series. The enhancement transistor
models the non-uniformly doped channel in the channel region, caused by lateral diffusion. The non
uniformity is taken into account by using an effective channel length and an effective bulk doping
concentration. Other effects incorporated in this transistor are the body effect and mobility reduction.
The depletion transistor models the accumulation layer that is formed at the surface of the drain drift
region. Since no depletion layer is formed beneath the accumulation layer, no body effect occurs and
so simple MOS equations cao be used to describe the depletion transistor behaviour. The series
resistance models the current spreading into the bulk of the drain drift region.
In the current-voltage charaeteristics, three different operation regions cao be distinguished:
* Region I - Enhancement transistor control region: In saturation for gate voltages below a certain

transition gate voltage, the drain current is exclusively determined by the enhancement transistor.
* Region 2 - Depletion transistor control region: In saturation for gate voltages above the transition

gate voltage, both the depletion and the enhancement transistor determine the drain current.
* Region 3 - Linear region: Below saturation, the eurrent behaviour is influenced by the

enhancement transistor, the depletion transistor and the series resistance. For high gate voltages,
the series resistance becomes dominant.

The behaviour of the depletion and the enhancement transistor are characterized by their SPICE
parametersets. As the channel region of the DMOS transistor corresponds to the bulk of a normal MOS
transistor, most parameters of the enhancement transistor have the same values as the parameters of
the MOS transistor and other parameters cao be extraeted in the same way as is done for MOS
transistors. Keeping in mind the three different operation regions, the effective length and the effeetive
bulk doping concentration of the enhancement transistor are optimized for region I, the threshold
voltage and the surface mobility of the depletion transistor are optimized for region 2 and the series
resistance value is optimized for region 3. The resulting model simulates the DC-characteristics for
both analogue and digital applications within 5% from the measured values in most cases. For narrow
channels, however, the simulations become more inaccurate due to narrow channel effects, this
problem can be solved by using special narrow width parameters.

It was found that for a high doping concentration in the channel region, the dependence of the
threshold voltage on temperature is dominated by this doping concentration. In this case, the use of
an effective channel doping concentration causes problems in the model, since the simulated
temperature dependence differs from the measured dependence. The temperature dependence of
threshold voltage is improved by implementing a linear dependence based upon experimental results.

For fast varying voltages and currents, the above-described model correctly describes the charge
storage due to the MOS-type surface strueture. The addition of the depletion MOS transistor provides
a good modelling of the gate-to-drain capacitance. The bipolar-type bulk strueture introduces a pn
junction between the channel region and the drain drift region, here a depletion region is formed,
which influences the AC-behaviour. The latter is basically a drain-to-source capacitance that cao be
modelled by extending the DC-model with a bipolar transistor or areverse biased diode between the
drain and the source. The assumption that the junction is abrupt, leads to an overestimation of the
drain-to-source capacitance.
Some DMOS devices are isolated from substrate and thus have a junction capacitance to substrate.
This capacitance can be modelled by areverse biased diode to substrate.

The noise can be modelled by appointing noise sources to the enhancement transistor, the depletion
transistor and the series resistance separately. In the saturation region, the noise is solely due to the
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noise contribution of the two transistors.
In the region 1, the noise is strictly determined by the enhancement transistor, both the l/fnoise and
the thermal noise behave the same as for a single (enhancement) MOS transistor. It was found that
for p-type DMOS transistors, the ll! noise in this region is caused by mobility flucroations and is very
10w. In the depletion transistor control region, both transistors influence the total noise, here the llf
noise is dominated by the depletion transistor. Measurements showed that the flicker noise of the
depletion transistor is due 10 carrier number fluetuations, and as a result is much higher than the flicker
noise contributed by the enhancement transistor.
The series resistance only becomes important in the linear region.
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APPENDIX I: MOS Transistor Model.

For the calculation of the current equations for a MOS transistor, the schematic structure of an n-type
MOS transistor is shown in fig. l.I.

Gate Oxide
Source

---L----

[1

SubsIrale
(body)

Fig. 1.1: The schematic structure of an n-type MOS transistor [1].

If a positive high enough voltage is applied between the gate and the bulk/substrate contact, an
inversion layer is formed under the gate in the p-type material If furthermore a positive voltage is
applied between drain and source contacts, the inversion layer will act as a channel that will sustain
current flow from drain to source.
Assuming that the channel is strongly inverted from source end to drain end, the current in the
inversion layer under the gate is mainly due to drift. The drain current can then be written as [1]:

ID = !J.nW(-QI1 d~x) (U)

where Q,' denotes the charge per unit area in the inversion layer:

Q/ = -COX(VGB - VFB -2<i>F- V(X) +~J (1.2)

where COX(VGB - VFB - 2<PF - V(x)) stands for the gate charge density, and QB' designates the charge per
unit area in the depletion layer that is formed under the gate:

Q~ = -yCoxJ24>F + V(X) (1.3)

Now introducing the threshold voltage VT as:

VT(X) = VFB + 24>F + y J24>p(X) + V(X)

Equation (1.1) can he wrirten as:

dV(x)
ID = !J.nCOXW[VGB - VT - V(X)]~

(1.4)

(1.5)

Integrating (1.5) from x=O (where V(O) =VSB) to x=L (where VeL) =VDB ) , the following equation for
the drain current can be found:
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I D = ~nCOX ~tVGS- VFB-2<1>F)VDS-~VDl-~Y[(2<1>F+ VSB +VDS)~ -(2<1>F+ VSB)~]} (1.6)

Por too high drain voltages the channel at the drain end may no longer be in strong inversion,
nevertheless it is customary 10 use (1.6) up to the point VDs=VDSa/' where the channel is pinched off and
the drain current remains constant. In many applications the resulting error is small. The value for VDSa/
can be found by setting dIddVDs=O:

_ y2 y2 (17)
VDSat - VGS -2<1>F- VFB +- -y VGS - VFB +VSB+- .

2 4
The model described above provides good accuracy, it is too complicated, however, to use in
handcalculations. In genera! therefore an approximate strong-inversion model is used.
The derivation of this approximate model uses the same strategy as depieted above, in this case
notwithstanding, (1.3) is approximated by a Taylor expansion around the point V(x) =VSB ' Usually
two specific cases are distinguished:

* Zero order approximation :

If only one term of the Taylor expansion is taken into account, (1.3) becomes:

Q~ '" -yCoxV2<1>F + VSB (1.8)

Now (1.8) is used in (1.2):

Q! = -COX(VGB - VFB -2<1>F- V(X)-YV2<1>F + VSB) = -COx(VGB - Vr - V(X)} (1.9)

where Vr is the threshold voltage, given by:

f2<1>F + VSBVr = VFB + 2<1>F + y V (1.10)
Cox

Next (1.9) is used in (1.1), the drain current equation that results, runs as follows:

ID = ~nCOX ~[(VGS- Vr)VDs -1VDl]

The current saturates for:

VDSat = VGS - VT

The complete model then becomes:

{

~.Cox ~[(VGS - V>lVos - ~VDS']'
ID = ~nCOX W(V _V ~2

2 L GS TI'

(UI)

* First order approximation:

If two terms of the Taylor expansion are taken into account, (1.3) becomes:

Q~ '" -yCoX'/2<1>F + VSB + ö(V(X) - VSB)

where:
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ö
d{YV2<Pp+ V(x)}

dV(x) V(X)-VSB

(1.13)

Now (1.12) and (I.l3) are used in (1.2):

Qj = -COX(VGB - VSB - VPB-24Jp-YV24>F + VSB-(l +ö)(V(x)- VSB))

= -Cox(VGS - Vr-(l +ö)(V(x) - VS~)

Next (1.14) is used in (1.1). the drain current equation that results. runs as follows:

ID = ~nCo~[(VGS- Vr)VDs-~(l +ö)VDl]

The current saturates for:

(I.14)

(1.15)

ACCUMULATION LAYER:
Now if the gate-to-bulk voltage VCB is decreased below the flat-band voltage VFB for the MOS
transistor in fig. l.I. holes will accumulate at the surface under the gate oxide. An accumulation layer
is formed at the surface. Below this accumulation layer. no depletion layer is formed.
Although the conductivity of the accumulation layer is very high. hardly any current flows due to the
fact that both the source-bulk and drain-bulk n+p-junction are reversely biased and that the n+ regions
are not attractive for holes. Only a smallieakage eurrent flows.

oxide

n-lype bulk L..---i--- accumulation
layer

o

Fig. 1.2.: An accumulation layer in an n-type bulk material.
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In an n-type depletion-mode MOS transistor, an n-type implant layer exists below the gate oxide on
top of the p-type substrate, and for positive gate voltages an accumulation layer is formed at the
surface. In this case, the thickness of the n-type implant layer is small, and the depletion layer formed
between the p-type substrate and the n-type implant layer plays an important role in the current
bebaviour of the transistor [2].
In DMOS transistors, an accumulation layer is formed at the surface in the drain drift region. This
accumulation region is not bounded by any reversely biased pn junctions, and thus it may conduct
CUlTent. The thickness of the drain drift region is large in comparison with the thickness of the implant
layer in depletion MOS transistors; the influence of a possible pn-junetion below the drift region layer
is almost negligible.

Now consider an n-type material covered by a gate polyoxide of width W, and assume that an
accumulation layer of electrons is formed fiom x=O to .x=L, see fig. 12. In conformity with the MOS
model, the following potentials are defmed:

VSB = V(O)

VDB = V(L)

Now assuming that the thickness ofthe accumulation layer is infinitesimal, so that the potential needed
to support it, is negligible, the accumulation layer charge density QA' is given by:

Q~ = -COx(VGB - VFB - V(X») (1.16)

The current in the accumulation layer may be caused by both drift and diffusion:

[ [ [ _ 11 DTQA' dV(x) +D dQ~ (1.17)
D = Drift + Dijfusion = rn'" , dx n dx

Using Einstein's law (i.e. qDn=kT)Jn)' the following expressions can he derived for the drift and the
diffusion current:

VDS

[Drift == -lLn~ f Q~dV(x) == ~nCOX ~[(VGB- VFB)VDS-f(VDi - Vsi)]
Vss

(118)

Q~(x=L)

fD1/T,•..JA = ~ kT W J dQ~ = ~ Cox W kTVDS (1.19)
w.....vll n q L I n L q

QA(x=O)

The tota! current /v now becomes:

[D == lLnCox ~[(VGB- VFB + kq!lvDs-~(VDi- Vsi)]
r ) (1.20)

= ~nCOX ~[(VGS- VFB + kl)VDS-~VDl]
If the contribution of the diffusion current kT/q ~ 26mV is negligible in comparison with the flat-band
voltage VFB• a threshold voltage VT can be defined:

VT = VFS (121)

The current in the accumulation layer can thus he described byequation (lIl), in other words the
accumulation layer in an n-type material can he modelled by the zero-order n-type MOS equations.
As the flat-band voltage VFB is often negative for n-type material, the accumulation layer can he
modelled by an n-type depletion MOS transistor, where the influence of the doping concentration is
negligible (i.e. yand Ö are approximately equal to zero).
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1t should be remarked that for all gate voltages Vas, the n-type bulk material conduets current. The n
type bulk material acts as a resistance parallel to the depletion MOS transistor.
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APPENDIX 11: MOS Transistor Model in SPICE.

In the commercial simulation programs used in Alcatel Mietec, several models are available for the
MOS transistor, such as the SPICE 20.6 UCB MOSFET-models and the UCB BSIM MOSFET
models1

• For simulation purposes, however, at the moment only the SPICE models are used. In the
DMOS macromodel, these SPICE models should be used too.

One can distinguish three SPICE UCB MOSFET-models: the Schichman-Hodges model (Level=l),
the Grove-Frohman model (Level=2) and the Empirica! model (Level=3).
These models will be described shortly.

scmCHMAN-HODGES MODEL (LEVEL=1):
The UCB Level=l MOSFET-model uses a rough approximation for the drain current equation, i.e.
based on the zero-order approximation in Appendix I (1.11), therefore it is often used when accuracy
is less important than simulation speed.
The drain current equation for a simple MOS transistor reads:

_jKp ~:(1 +ÀVDs{(VGS - VT)VDS-;VDi} VDS:s:VGS - VT

ID - Kp W' 2 (11.1)
2 L,(l +À VDS)(VGS - VT) 'VDS > VGS - VT

where the intrinsic transconductance parameter Kp, the effective channel length C, the effective
channel width W' and the threshold voltage Vr are defined by:

Kp = l.loCox (ll.2)

W' = W - 2WD

L' = L - 2LD

(11.3)

(114)

VT = VpB + ~ + yJ iJJ + VSB (11.5)

Here W stands for the diffusion length of the source/drain contact, that shortens the drawn channel
length at both sides of the channel. The parameter WD stands for the channel width reduction in the
same way as W stands for channel length reduetion
The channellength modulation parameter À models the finite output conductance of a MOSFET in
saturation. It is equivalent to the inverse of the Early voltage in a bipolar transistor. In the Alcatel
Mietec parameter sets, Ào is given for MOS transistors with a channel length L of 3 pm and is
internally adjusted if other channellengths are used, according to:

À = À (3XlO-6
- 2LD)

o L - 2LD
If no values are specified for the body factor y and the surface potential 4>, they are calculated from
the substrate doping concentration N SUB :

UCB = University of California Berkeley
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(II.6)

(II.7)

In the model a value for the threshold voltage at VSB = 0 V. i.e. VTO • can he given, if this is not done
VTO is calculated internally.

GROVE-FROHMAN MODEL (LEVEL=2):
The UCB Leve1=2 MOSFET-model uses an accurate expression for the drain current equation, i.e.
based on equation (1.6) in Appendix I, therefore it is often used when accuracy is more important than
simulation speed.
The drain current equation for a simple MOS transistor in the linear region for Vas ~ VT reads:

ID == ~oCOX ~:{(VGS- VB/-~VDS)VDS--iY[(~ + VSB +VDs)i -(<<Il + VsB)i]) (II.8)

where:

lt ES'
Y = 1 + DELTA I

4 COX W'
For this model, the threshold voltage VT is given by:

Vr == VB/+yJ«Il + VSB
and:

ltESiDELTA
VB! == Vro-y/W + , (~+VSB)

4CoxW
If no value for VTO is given in the model me, it will he calculated internally.

Fig. II.l.: Simplified picture of depletion region spreading [IJ.

(II.9)

(II.IQ)

(lUl)

The parameter DELTA models the width effect on threshold voltage. it can he used to shift the
threshold voltage for different channel widths; its value is often very small. This shift is related to the
depletion region spreading laterally in the substrate along the channel width, see fig. IJ. I. Due to the
fact that the depletion region is not limited to just the area directly helow the thin oxide. the depletion
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region is larger than in theory, so it takes a higher VGS value to deplete that amount before an inversion
layer is formed, the threshold voltage increases. The effective channel width increases too, which
implies a negative value for WD. For small W values, the side parts become dominant.
If the parameter VMAX,denoting the maximum drift velocity of carners, is not specified in Level=Z, the
drain saturation voltage is due to channel pinch-off at the drain side änd is given by:

V = VGS - VBI +L(t- 1+4 y2
( VGS - VBI +~ + v: )) (II.IZ)

DSat y Zy2 "(2 Y SB

The saturation current /DSal is calculated from equation (II.S) using (IUZ) instead of VDS'

For the DMOS macromodel, it is not important to describe the carner velocity saturation effect.

As the carriers movement approach their scattering limited velocity, the mobllity of the carriers in the
channel decreases. The mobility reduction is implemented by:

VGS - Vr ~
UCRITESi

110 ,
COX (II.13)

11
[ UC1UT"Si rEV UC~SI

110 Cox(VGS - VT)
, VGS - Vr >

Cox

The critical field for mobility degradation, UCRITo is the limit at which the surface mobility Po begins
to decrease in accordance with the empirical relation (II.13).

The channellength modulation effect is inc1uded by modifying the drain current as follows2
:

I DI
D

= (II.14)
l-lVDS

EMPIRICAL MODEL (LEVEL=3):
The equations for the Level=3 model are formulated in the same way as for the Level=Z model;
however, a simplification of the current equation in the linear region has been obtained with a Taylor
series expansion of Eq. (II.S). This approximation allows the development of more manageable basic
equations than the Level=Z model.
Many of the equations used in the model are empirical. The purpose is both to improve the precision
of the model and to limit the complexity of the calculations and the resulting time needed to carry out
the program.
As many of the equations are empirical, for a MOS transistor with given channellength and channel
width a better fit can be found using the Level=3 model than by using the Level=Z model. For MOS
transistors used in digital applications, W and L are often fixed and therefore these transistors are
implemented in the UCB SPICE Level=3 model.
As the DMOS macromodel should he as physica1 as possible, the Level=3 model is not suitable for
use in this maeromodel. It will not be treated any further.

For small values of 'J,. VDS equation (11.14) can be approximated by:

ID '" (l+lVDs)ID
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In all three models the existence of a drain series resistance RD and a source series resistance Rs is
taken into account. These resistances are given by:

Rs :;: NRSRSH

RD :;: NRDRSH

where RSH is the diffusion sheet resistance (in a/Square), and NRS and N RD are the equivalent squares
in the source and drain diffusion respectively. NRS and NRD are inversely proportional with channel
width, their dependency on W is determined by the distance between the centre of the source/drain
contact and the edge of the gate polyoxide, this distance is technology dependent.
The influence of Rs and RD on the OC-charaeteristics only becomes important at high drain currents,
where !D'RS is no longer negligible compared te VGS - Vr- The effeetive gate-to-source voltage is now:

VGS - VT = VGS - VT-lIfis
UF
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APPENDIX 111: Small-signal MOS Transistor Model.

For the derivation of the small-signal model for a MOS transistor, the case is considered where the
terminal voltage variations are sufficiently small, so that the resulting small current variations can he
expressed in terms of them using linear relations.
In the fITst instance regarding voltage and current variations that are so slow that charge storage effeets
can he neglected, the following conduetance parameters can he defined [IJ:

(III.l)

* small-signal gate transconductance gm' often referred to simply as "transconduetanee". Using
equation (1.15), it can he written as:

aID I
gm = avGS vBS,vos

= { ~nCOX ~VDS

C W(VGS - VT)

IJ.n orr (1 +0)

* small-signal gate transconductance gmb:

aID Ig b =--
m avBSv v

GS· os

(III.2)

(nI.3)

* small-signal drain conductance gd' often referred to simply as "conductance". Using equation
(1.15), it can he written as:

aID
gd =--avDSv v

GS· BS

= {~nCox ~[VGS- VT-(l+Ö)VDS]' VDS~VDSat
o , VDS> VDSat

If channellength modulation occurs in the saturation region, the conductance gd will not be equal
to zero.

Now taking into account charge storage effects, while assuming quasi-statie operation, the following
capacitances cao he defined:

Cgs = a;t,;1 (IIIA)
VG,vO,vB

Cbs = (Ill.5)

(Ill.6)
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(li.?)

(nL8)

where C2a is the tata! charge on the gate polyoxide. and Qs is the tota! charge in the depletion layer
under the gate oxide.

The resulting smaU-signal equivalent circuit for MOS transistors can be seen in fig. ID. I.

CV

C" t,." U"

0o---4-----W'r---')---+-----o0

' .. b L\.,

Fig. ill.l: Small-signal equivalent circuit for !he MOS transistor [1].

The depletion layer charge Qs is calculated from:
L

QB ::: WJQ~dx
o

(1lI.9)

From (U) one obtains:

dx ::: _llnW
QjdV(x) (1lI.1O)

I D
The variabie of integration is changed. and as equations (1.2) and (I.3) would yield toa complex results
insread equations (U2) and (U4) are used to get approximate results for Qs and Q[:
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(III.ll)

(Ill.12)

where 11 is defined as:

1

VDS(1+ö) ,

'Il = VGS - VT

1

VGS - VT

l+ö
VGS - VT

1+&

(Ill.13)

(1lI.14)

(Hl 16)

(III.15)

The gate charge Qa can now he found by using the charge neutrality equation:

QG + Q;sWL + Ql + QB = 0

where QssWL is the tota! fIXed oxide charge.

i v: v:
(

1- +..! 2)GS - T "3" IQG = WLCo YV2<PF + VSB + Ö + -QssWL
1 + Ö l-..!'l

2

Now 5 is defined in equation (1.13); its derivative with Vs and VB is very small and assumed to be
negligible, i.e. in the differentiation of the charge expressions 5 is treated as a constant.
Using (III.4) - (HlS), (lIl.ll), (III.13) and (lIl. IS), one obtains, after rnuch algebra:

C = ~C WL 3 - 2 '1l
gs 3 OX (2 _,,)2

c - ö C WL( 'Il )2
gb - 3(1 +ö) OX 2 -Tl

These capacitances can be exarnined for two cases of interest:
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Nonsaturation with VDS =0 V:
With VDS = 0 V (i.e. " == 0), the capacitance expressions give:

C :; C d = .!. CovWLgs g 2 A

Cbs = CM = ~öCoxWL

Cgb = 0

Both the inversion layer charge density Ql' and the depletion layer charge density QB' are constant
along the channel, so that the gate capacitance CoxWL is divided evenly over the drain and source
side. The gate polyoxide is screened from the bulk by the inversion layer and therefore Cgb is equal
to zero.

Saturation:
In the saturation region (i.e. 11 = 1), the capacitance expressions give:

Cgs :; %Cox WL

Cbs :; %öCox WL

Cgd = CM = 0

C ö C WL
gb = 3 (1 + ö) OX

In saturation, communication from the drain to the rest of the device is cut off owing to pinch off,
hence when VD is varied, the charges are not affected.
At the end of the channel, the channel is no longer in strong inversion and here the gate is not
entirely screened from the bulk, hence the gate-to-bulk capacitance Cgb is not any longer equal to
zero.

The above-described capacitances are often referred to as intrinsic capacitances, because they are due
to charge storage in the inversion layer and depletion layer in the intrinsic MOS structure. In the MOS
transistor furthermore, two types of extrinsic capacitances can be distinguished:

*

*

Gate overlap capacitances:
There is always some unavoidable overlap hetween the gate and the two n+ regions (i.e. the source
and drain contact region), which gives rise to the overlap capacitances Cg• o and Cgdo' Because of
the high doping of both the gate and the n+ regions, these can he modelled as nearly linear parallel
plate capacitors with the gate oxide as the dielectric. If the overlap distance is LOY' neglecting
fringing effects, Cg• o and Cgdo are given by:

Cgso :; Cgdo = W·Lov .Cox (111.21)

Junction capacitances:
The substrate-source and substrate-drain junetions give rise to small-signal capacitances Cbsj and
Cbdj• Each of these is caused by a "bottom wall" part and a "sidewall" part. The reason one needs
to make this distinction is that during fabrication the doping concentration of the p-type substrate
near the surface outside the channel area is increased to form channel stop areas. The bottom wall
part can he expressed in terms of a capacitance per unit area, whereas the sidewall capacitance per
unit area is not constant with depth and must normally be integrated over the sidewall area for
accurate calculations; the sidewall capacitance can he expressed in terms of a capacitance per unit
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(ill.22)

(TII.24)

(III.25)

length.
According to the above, if As and Cj ,' represent the source bottom wall area and capacitance per
unit area. and if Ps and Cj," represent the source sidewall perimeter and capacitance per unit length,
one can write [2], assuming that the MOS transistor operates in its normal operation region where
VBS < 0 V and VBD < 0 V:

c, Cl!
C -A js P js

bsj - S ( VBsjMJ + S( VBS)MJSW

1-- I--
PB PB

Similarly, with AD' Cj/, PD and Cjd" the corresponding quantities for the drain, one can write:

C , Cl!
'd 'd

Cbdj = AD ) M +PD } M (Ill.23)

(1 -~:j r (1 _~) nw

PB denotes the built-in potential of the pn-junction, MJ and MJsw are dependent on the diffusion
profJle of the bottom wall and sidewall junction respectively, for abrupt junctions they are equal
to V2.

ACCUMULATION LAYER:
In the case of the accumulation layer in fig. 1.2, the current behaviour is given byequations (1.11) and
(1.21). The transconductance 8m and the conduetance 8d are thus given byequations (In. 1) and (III.3),
where Ö is equal to zero, because no depletion layer exists (i.e. QB = 0).

From equation (1.17), one obtains:

dx = ~nCOX ~(VGB- VFB +~ - V(X»)dV(X)

The total accumulation layer charge QA can be calculated, using (I.l6) and (III.2l):

L VDB ( kT)- f I - f (VGS-VFB-V(X») VGB-VFB+--q-V(X)
QA - W QA dx - - WLCox dV(x)

o V
SB

(VGS - VFB + tl)VDS-i VDS
2

_ _ I6(VGS - VFB)(VGS - VFB + k;) -3(2 VGS - VFB +k;) VDs +2 VDl]
- WLCox kT 1

6 [(VGS - VFB +q-) -2VDS]

The total gate charge Qo is given by:

QG = -QA -Q;sWL (III.26)

If VFB » kT/q :::I 26mV, the threshold voltage Vr is defined in (121), and is equal to the flat-band
voltage VFB • The tota! gate charge can he given byequation (m.15), where both y and Ö are equal to
zero.
The gate capacitances for the accumulation layer can now easily he calculated and are given by
equations (In. 16) - (ill.2l), where again both y and Ö are equal to zero.
Concluding one can say that ifthe contribution ofthe diffusion current kT/q is much smaller than VFB ,

the gate capacitances corresponding to the accumulation layer in an n-type material can be modelled
by the gate capacitances ofthe n-type MOS transistor, where the influence ofthe doping concentration
is negligible (i.e. both y and Ö are approximately equal to zero).
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APPENDIX IV: Small-signal Models in SPICE.

SMALL-SIGNAL MODEL ror MOS 1RANSISTORS:

The small-signal equivalent circuit for MOS transistors as used in SPICE, can he seen in fig. IV.I.
Gate

COVGD CGD CGS COVGS

Sou ree

CDBCGBCOVGB
~-4------<l_------+-.,------4----

Rd

Bulk

Fig. IV.I.: SPlCE small-signal equivalent circuit for MOS transistors [1].

Drain

The SPICE AC-model uses three overlap capacitors: COVGS' COVGD and COVGB'

COVGS corresponds to CgSO' and COVGD corresponds to Cgdo; both capacitance values are given by
equation (1li.21), where W' is used instead of Wand Lov is replaced by LD.
COVGB denotes the overlap capacitance from gate to bulk, and is given by:

C
OVGB

= L',WD.Cox (IV.I)

Ifvalues are implemented for the SPICE parameters CGSO, CGDO or CGBO, the overlap capacitances
are calculated as follows:

COVGS = CGSO· W'

COVGD = CGDO' W'

COVGB = CGBO·L'

(IV.2)

(IV.3)

(IVA)

The junction capacitances are: CSB and CDB•

CSB corresponds to Cbsj, defined in (ill.22), and CDB corresponds to Cbdj, defined in (III.23).

Of the intrinsic capacitances, only Cgs' Cgd and Cgb are modelled. The capacitances Cbs and Cbd are
assumed to be negligible in comparison with the junction capacitances Cgsj and Cgdj.
The intrinsic capacitors Cgs' Cgd and Cgb are defined as:

If VGs• VT ~ .<1>:

Cgb = Cox

Cgs = Cgd = 0
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V~·Ph, VtrPH1'2 VllI VGS

~s

Cox VdS2\ .$.. VllS

1.S
Co
T V~t > VOS

I
I

VM'HI V~PH\l2 VL', VGS

VCI<I > vos

I
Vih-?H\ VGS

Fig. N.2.: The intrinsic capacitances Cg,. Cgd and Cgb as function of gate voltage Vos [1].

If Ves-Vr :::; -<P12:

C _ CoxlVGS - VTI
gb - cp

Cgs = Cgd = 0

If Ves-Vr :::; 0:

C _ CoxlVGs - VT)
gb - cp

Cgd = 0

C =.± Cox(VGS - VT) + ~Cox
gs 3 lP 3

If VosQt > Vos and Ves-Vr > 0:

Cgb = 0
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For VSB =OV and ö :::: 0, this reduces to equations (III.16), (1II.17) and (III.20).

If VVSat ~ Vvs and Vas-Vr > 0:

Cgb = Cgd = 0

2
Cgs = "3 COX

The intrinsic capacitances as function of gate voltage are shown in fig. IV.2.

SMALL-SIGNAL MODEL for BIPOLAR JUNCTION lRANSISTORS:

As the intrinsic bulk structure of a DMOS transistor resembles that of a bipolar junction transistor, the
small-signal model of a BIT has to he examined. Most intrinsic capacitances are junetion capacitances.
The small-signal equivalent circuit for npn bipolar junction transistors as used in SPICE, can he seen
in fig. IV.3. The equivalent circuit is based on a vertical npn transistor.

Collecl:or

Base

~
COlleCl:Or

Base

Emll:l:er

+

vcs

Ernll:l:e r

Fig. IV.3.: SPICE small-signaI equivalent circuit for vertical npn bipolar junction transistors [1].

For the DMOS structure, the important capacitances are Cbc and Cc•• where Cb< models the reverse
biased junction between the n-type collector and the p-type base, and CC' models the reverse biased.
junction between the n-type collector and the p-type substrate. They are given by:

Cbc ' CJCA(l - ~~r'c (lV.5)

C" ' CJSA (1 + ~:r-" (lV.6)

where VJC and VJS denote the built-in potential for the collector-base and the collector-substrate
junction. MJC and MJS denote the junction exponent factors dependent on diffusion profiles. and A
denotes the area of the junction.
CJC and CJS denote the zero-bias junction capadtance per unit area; the zero-bias junction capacitance
per unit area CJ for an abrupt pn-junction with an acceptor concentration NA on the one side and a
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donor concentration ND on the other side can be calculated from [1]:

qESi NDNA
2VJ ND+NA

where the built-in potential VJ is given by:

VJ = kTiNANDJ
q n.2

J

The junction exponent factor in the case of au abrupt junction is equal to lh.

REFERENCES.

[1] PRECISE Reference Guide, Release 3.0, pp. 83, 119 and 169, 1989.
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APPENDIX V: Noise in MOS Transistors.

lt is assumed that the current ID(x) in a MOS transistor fluctuates due to thermal noise and noise
caused by conductivity fluctuations (i.e. l/J noise and generation-recombination noise). For the
calculation of the total noise, three Langevin excitation funetions havé to be added to equation (tl).
which describe the different noise sources. Assuming that these sources are spatially uncorrelated. one
obtains [1]:

I ( -r- AI ( WQ' dV(x) h (t) h ( h ( ) (V.l)D X,t) = lD + Ll D X,t) = -lJn I----ax- + 1 X, + 2 X,t) + 3 x,t

where:

hi(X,t) = 0 and hi(X,t) hi(X',t) oe Ö(X-X') (V.2)

Here hl denotes the Nyquist noise source due to Brownian motion of the carriers. h2 denotes the l/J
noise source due to mobility or number fluctuations and h3 denotes the generation-recombination noise
source due to number fluctuations. Assuming that the ll! noise is due to mobility fluctuations, the
following relation holds:

~(X,t) - WQjd:x) ·l!:.lJix,t)

and:

(V.4)

dV(x) (V 4)
hix ,t) = q IJn ----ax- ·.6.n(x, t) .

where n(x) is the number of electrons per unit length in the inversion layer, given by:

wQfn(x) = - __ (V.S)
q

Using (V. 1) and (V.2), it follows that:

SIDif> = ~JJ[t Sh;(X'X'Jj]dxdx' = ~J[t Ki(X,f)]dx (V.6)
L 00 1=1 L 0 1=1

where:

S 'A - hi(x,t) ·hi(x',t) _ KA,., (V.7)
h/X,X vJ - .6.1 - i(XvJ ö(x -x )

If n(x) is independent on x. then K/x). too, is independent on x. So Sm = (KI + K 2 + K3)/L, and one
can write:

LK = 4kT- = 4kTqll n
1 R r-n

ct.lD
2L _ ct.lD

2

Nf - nf
(V.8)

41D
2

't Yin

1 + (2rc/'t)2

where the l/Jnoise is described by the empirical Hooge relation. If n(x) is dependent on x, using (V.3)
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- (V.8), one obtains:

Sh (X,X) = 4kTq ~nn(x)ö(x-x)
I

(
I ]2 al 2

SJ. (X,x) = -.!!. 'S~ (x.x) = --..!!.-1Ö(X -X~
"2 ~n IJ n(x)

(
I ]2 41 2-r; y/n(x)

S~(X,x) = -.!!...- Sn(X.X) = D ö(X -X~
n(x) 1 + (21tft)2

Eventually using equations (V.7) and (V.9), one fmds:

S 4kTq I-&n I
L

dx 1IalD
2

41D
2

-r y ]IL dx= n(x) + - -- + --
IDif'> L2 0 L2 f 1 + (21tft)2 0 n(x)

(V.9)

(V. 10)

The number of electrons per unit length n(x) is given by (V.S), Q/ is given by (1.2). However using
tbis equation to calculate (V.10) would lead to cumbersome calculations, therefore the fITst order
approximation (I.14) is used, where it is assumed that VSB = 0 V. The thermal noise can now be
calculated:

4kTq~ L 4kTW~ C L
SI/I> = L2 nIn(x)dx = L/ oxf[vGS - Vr -(l +0) V(x)]dx =

o 0

4kTW~ C ~L) dx
= 2

n ox I [VGS -VT -(1+Ö)V(X)]dVi dV(x) = (V.ll)
L V(O) (x)

W r1-11 +
11121

= 4kTl-&nCoxT(VGS - Vr ) 1-~11

where 11 is defmed in equation (lIl. 13). In saturation, this becomes:

8 W 8
SID(/) = 3kT~nCoxT(VGS- Vr) = 3 kT(l +o)gm

For the ll! noise and the generation-recombination noise, we use:

I
L

dx VDS
o n(x) = qJ.1n l D

(V.12)

(V. 13)

The ll! noise and the generation-recombination noise become, combining (V. 10) and (V.12):

ql-&nID VDS[~ + 4"C Y ] =Sl
D
(/) = -.;..;"..,,:::--=~

L 2 f 1 + (2rtf-r)2 (V.14)

= qJ.1n
2C

OX
W(V -V -.!.(l+ö)V )V 2[~+ 4ty 1

L3 GS r 2 DS DS f 1 +(21tfti

In saturation, this becomes:

(V. IS)
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For the calculation above, it was assumed that the flicker noise is caused by mobility fluetuations. If
instead the assumption is made that the 11f noise is due to number fluctuations, the same results are
found where [2]: a ex: l/Cox<'YGS - VT).
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APPENDIX VI: Noise models in SPICE.

The noise model for MOS transistors in SPICE is rather limited. The thermal and flicker noise are
modelled by the small-signal current source iDn:

S = !.kT + KFIDAF (VU)
lInt 3 gm C L 2 1'

ox J

where KF and AF are input model parameters.

Comparing (V.U), (V. 12) and (VU), it cao be seen that the SPICE noise model does not simulate
the thennal noise in the linear region and that for high bulk concentrations (i.e. high 0) the thennal
noise will he underestimated.

Comparing (V.14), (V.15) and (VU), it cao be seen that the SPICE noise model does not simulate
the flicker noise in the linear region. The noise in the saturation region for mobility fluetuations (V. 15)
is simulated by (VU), if:

I KF = qa.

3AF =-
2

2!J.nCox .~ L
(1 +5) W (VI.2)

In case of numher fluctuations the noise parameter ex is inversely proportional with Cox and Vo-Vr. ex
can now he written as:

C« :::; (VI.3)
Cox(VGS - Vr)

where C denotes a constant (in C/m2
). The noise in the saturation region for number fluctuations is

simulated by (VU), if:

(VI.4){
K = q!J.n .C

F (l +5)
AF = 1

From (VI.2) and (VI.4) it ean he concluded that the SPICE flicker noise equation is easily
implemented for 1/f noise caused by number fluetuations. The noise parameter KF is independent on
geometry (i.e. on W and L). This is not the case for 11[ noise caused by mobility fluctuations (VI.2),
where KF is dependent on W, L and Cox, and so if the geometry of the MOS transistor changes the
parameter KF has to he changed too.

Another shortage in the SPICE noise-model for MOS transistors occurs for mobility reduction, see
equation (II.l3). In tbis case !-In becomes gate voltage dependent, and so the noise parameter KF in both
(VI.2) and (VI.4) should become gate voltage dependent.
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